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ABSTRACT 

Although nucleaticn phenomena are among the 1'.10S't letide-. . 

spread tJ! all naturally occuYring plleno:ner.a, even the simplest 

of nuclcatio& process~s, homogeneous nucleation, is poorly 

understo~~~ p3!"ticularly the homogeneous nucleation of liquid 

droplets fr~m uater vapor. Homogeneous nu~lcation involves 

only molecules of_a single substance and does not include the 

complicn~ina effects due to a substrate or piece of foreign 

matter. l'he semiphenome~tological liquid drop tileories devel

oped nearly three decades a&o differ in relatively minor 

cJ.~tails, t!ith the crucial element or t.l1e theory being the 

dcrivatio:t of the free energy of formation c:f the clusters. 

The clusters are viewed as well-defined incompressible 

spb\lrical droiJle ts which possess bulk properti~s. Such 

considerations do not take into account t:he details of the 

transition region at the interface betifecn the t\'lO. phases. 

Rece~t qu2nt~M stntistical correctio~s to the theoTy are 

merely att~!!'pts to .forraulatc a hybrid 1;1teory containing bt'th 

bulk. thermoJ}"&H!Mi·: and quantum statistical consic!~ratit'ns. 

This ~onrc3=1L ~ails ~o relieve the basic iaadequncies arising . .. 
from the use of G1.l'b' s tP.i~tion in determining th .. ~ free P.nergy 

or formation ~f a very small cluster. 

Ext.ens ive ~xperb;.ental obser\ratio'ls in the Graduate 

ntl --l ·t 1 ·~n ·~t . ~ of water droplet$ from the vapor is nearly \: . . ..,t.. .... 1.- .. 



ten times gt·cater i.n argon than in bel it.aar, indicatiu:;; au 

influence of ~be noncondensiblc gas on the ~lustering. 

ii:i 

Furthermore, this laboratory has found that a charac

teristic heter~geneous coulpcncnt appenrs to be due to tlte 

presence of a few impurity molecules pet· cubic cc:ntimetct'; 

presu;aably tbe presence of a single molecule in a clust~, . may 

increase tile probabilit)· of tl&e cl~.:ster reaching the critical 

size by as macl1 as s. factor of 105 • Since the hetc.t·ogeneo,ts 

r,ucleation rate agrees \·:ell l'iitll the classlcal Bccker-Ilcriug 

theory~ actual. homogeneous nucleation of ~,.1.1ter vapor may 

well be 10-s belolf the predictiol!s of tl1e ur.corrccted class

ical theot·y ar~ct all the recent quanti.!m statistical ccrrection 

· factors to the theot•y t~r.d tc raise the predicted rate by at 

least t~ree oTders of magnitude. Thus, any agreement betw~en 

theory and oxperi~ent appears to be shattered. Only a mole

cular theory possesses the capability of dealing properly 

with tl1e macromolecular prope.rties of clusters~ especially 

clus te·rs containing a fe\'1 foreign molecules. 

In this dissertation, a statistical mccitanical technique 

is deve1nl'ed i"Tom which the equil ibriur.t cont~~ntrati . ons of 

cluster.$ of various sizes may be calculated if the l.>onding 

struct:~re o-f the clusters can be predicted and the en~rgy 

associated with the various stt·t.u:tures .are kno\in. A cluster

ing model for l·:ater in t!·~ vapor phase is <it:velopc:d b~· post

ulating the maintatngnce of ~he tetrahedral coordination of 
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hydrogen bonding as observed in ice I. The energy states 

are approximated through the use of estimated stretching and 

bending force constants for the bonds as obtnincd froJTi. th~ 

infrared and Raman spectra of i.cc I. It is hoped that an 

extension of this model will enable one to estirn3tc tho 

equilibrium distribution of clusters enabling the detenrdn

ation of the critical nucleus for th~ hon~geneous nucleation 

rate theory. 

The clt=ster models presented satisfi:- the conditions thnt 

the noncondensible gas is able to participate in the cluster

ing process and an impurity such as hydl·ogen. peroxide is 

capable of replacini: two 1-1e.ter molecules in the cluster, 

replacing a single hydrogen bond with the covalent bond of 

the peroxide, enabling the theory to consider quasi-hou1ogcr.ecus 

nucleation processes. Such advances constitute only one step 

tol.,a.rd handl i.ng real nucleation processes such as occur in 

nature. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1 

I -·1 • Introduct~ry Remarks. Scientists have long been 

irivolved in the study of the formation and growth of liquid 

droplets from the vapor phase. 1 The physics of droplet 

formation is concerned with a number of nucleation processes, 

most of which may be identified as heterogeneous nucleation, 

in which the droplet is formed on a fragment of particulate 

matter lvhich is present in the system. Thi~ ~tudy is concerned 

with homogeneous nucleation, nucleation in a system with no 

irnpuri ties present, and quasi -homogeneous nucle-ation in l<~hich 

only a few foreign molecules participate in the clustering 

process in addition tc molecules of the parent ph~se. 

Various workers at the Graduate Center for Cloud Physics 

Research, University of Missouri - Rolla, have developed 

expansion cloud cha~ber technique to such an extent that more 

experim~ntal detail is now available ccncerni~g the nucl~ation 

f d d 1 I" ,_ .. 1 2 1 o- liqui rop ets rrom very pure water vapor. ~L en aas 

noted the ap;carance of t~·;o disti:1ct aspects of the nucleation 

process. The first he identifies as a form of heterogeneous 

nucleation which occurs on a neutral center (presumably 

individual p~lecules of scree .reactive substance) and is 

superimposed on the homogeneo~s nucleaiion process. Since 

this type o f nucleation is closely related to t:he homogen eou'5 

nucleation process, i.e .. ~o pn:ticulate matter is involved, 



.., .. 

it is proposed to refc1· to this as q\.&n~i-ho!~toc.~·..-n<.:c.us nu~lc

ation. 

The results of Allen's l\"ork ere rcpro~ucc:~ in i:igurc 1. 

It was expected that for a given st::arti.nr. tcr:tp<'raturc, the 

tot a 1 nuclcatio-:1 occurring for a gl vcn scns it i ve time shoul c.t 

increase more or less exponentially lli th increasing peal: 

supersaturation. llol\'ever, the increase in nulilbcr of droplets 

forn1ed l\'ith increasing su11ers aturation appC'ars to indicate 

two separate nucleation processes. The initial type of 

n~clention cannot be sustained in tinte if a lin'i. ted ntur,hcr 

of centers aTe initlal!y present; th~ nucleation rat~ would 

decay out \fith increasing tim~. This assu~ntlon is bor~c 
• 

out in Allen's ex11erhncnts \\"here: the nucleation 1~as r.:c::asurt.'d 

as a function of increasing sensitive time, Figure 2. At 

higher supersaturations the effect of the initial quasi

homogeneous form of nucleat5 on is apparently Sl\amped ):\y 

homogeneous nucleation. In bet,,·cen there is a transiticn 

region. In Figure 3, it can be seen that t:tc 11ucl cation rate 

agrees closely ''ith tl1e predicti~ns of the Recker-Doring 

theory at c;nly one point which lies well l·ri thin the re~ion 

of the quasi-homogeneous form of nucleation. If this inter-

pretation is co=rect~ the actu&l homogeneous nucleation rate 

4 
for liquid water drorlcts fro~ the V3?0r i~ at least 10 to 

10 5 smaller than t~at predicted by the classical theory. 

Allen suggested thst th~ presence cf a neutral l:l~lccul~r 
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nucleat i::-tg center such as hydrogen pf! roxidc n:ay be cnpah lt~ 

of participati~g in tile clustering process thr"ugh hydrog~nt 

bo!Jding. 

Allen also observed a definite effect due to the non

condensible gas used in the cloud chamber as indicat~~ in 

Figure 3. These observations indicate) a nrobable hvdration 
~ ~ 

of the non-condensible gas in the structure of the clusters. 

3 
Par\ulgo and Lodge hav.? repor'ted a definite influeonce of 

helium and a ·rgon on the freezing point of supercooled \ITatet·. 

Thus, the nucleation of l':ater vapor is n1uch more complex 

than has been previously suppos~d. 

The prohle~ presented here is to develop a model for the 

clustering of l\'ater :nolecules in the vapor phase 1-1hich has 

the potential for explaining the nucleation data from the 

cloud chamber experiments such as those mentioned above. The 

clustering w.odel should be compatible l\"i th the liquid and 

solid structures and \<ti th variou~ physical properties suci1 as 

surface tension, capillary behaviour, and transport properties. 

The model ntust be consistent l-li th allied theo·ries for the 

pt·opert ies of \vater in all tht·ee phases if it is to bo of any 

practical value in understending the nucleation process from 

a molecular. point of viel'i. ~ - · rare over, it is hoped that this 

work l'r:i.tl provide further insight into the structure of liquid 

watE.·r. 
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I-2. !!Jl~ical Background. Before 1875, there was 

general agreement among scientists that foreign particles roust 

be present before condensation could occur. The concept of 

homogeneous (or spontaneous) nucleation was not an acceptable 

explanation. C. T. R. Wilson4 demonstrated experimentally 

that homogeneous nucleation existed and that it was definitely 

distinct from heterogeneous nucleation. Gibbs5 pointed ~ut 

the importanc~ of the idea of tlle work of forma~ion of a drop 

of a new phase within a parent phase. The work of formation 

is now commonly called the free energy of formatio1:. Volmer 

and Weber, 6 following Boltzmann's statistics associated the 

number of nuclei present in a system with the expor.ential 

function of the work of formation, and Farkas7 l3id the 

foundations for the kinetics of nucleation. These ideas were 

further developed by Volmer, 8 Kaischew and Stranski,9 and 

Becker and Doring10; the latter gave tbe first kinetic 

formula which contained no unknown constant, and which agreed 

particularly well with experimental observation. In 1939, 

Volmer11 published his important work Kinctik der Phasenbilcu~g 

and Frenke112 perfected the thermody~amics of embryos, while 

the the~l~ of Bijt13 de~eloped similar ideas. 

~e¥eral reviews of the classical theory of nucleation 

have been '"1·i.tten and the gE-net·al agre~ment is that much 

work rcm~ins to be done in this are~. 14 - 22 All of the present 

nucleation theot·y \-:hich is in a form S!.litable !or quantitive 
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comparis0n with experimental data contains the assumption 

that macroscopic thermodynamic quantities may be assigned to 

clusters containing only a few molecules. Such trcatreents 

have been characterized as semiphenomenological in cont~ast 

to a truly molecular approach. Various workers 20 , 23 - 27 have 

included the free energy of translation and rotation of the 

free gasified cluster and concluded that theoretical nucleation 

rates were about - 1018 times faster than predicted by the 

classical theory. Other workers 28 , 29 also included cluster 

translation and rotation but concludej that the correction 

4 22 
factor was only about 10 . Courtney demonstrates that 

monomer loss to the clusters introduces a significant error in 

the simplifying assumption of the classical theory that the 

change in the monomer concentration is negligible. As indicated 

in the preceding discussion, the classical theory fails to 

give satisfactory agreement liith the details of the experirl.ent 

so that one might axpect that more is involved the.n a simple 

factor of 1018 or 104 as the case mav be. 

Steady state theories as developed by Volmer, 8 Weber, 6 

and Becker a~d Doring10 treat the growth of clusters from a 

supersaturate~ va~ur of monomers by a series of bimolecular - . 
· reactions in which the clusters grow by the addition of a 

single molecule per reaction. Growth through collisions 

between clusters i3 considered highly improbable because 

of the lc,,· relative conceutrati•Jn of clusters as compared to 
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monomers. The clusters develop initially with an incrcas~ 

in free energy until a critical size is . attaincd, after 

which further grow~h results in a decrease in free energy. 

The nucleation rate is evaluated by introducing the ~athc

matical artifice of breaking do,~n the clusters larger than 

the critical size and returning them to the conom~r state. 

Subject to the assumption that macroscopic properties 

may be applied to the clusters, the surface and volume 

contributions to the free energy of formation 10 arc shown 

to be 

where r is the radius of a spherical embryo; 0 is the specific 

interfacial free energy; v , molecular volume in the liquid; 
m 

and S .=p/p
00 

, the supersaturation. The actual vapor pressure 

is rep·re.scnted by p while p is th~ v~por pr~ssure over the 
00 • 

bulk liquid at equilibrium. Fi3ure 4 shows the be~avlor of 

4G0 (r) as a function of droplet radius. Clusters s3aller 

than the critical radius, r~ ar~ referred to as embryos 

h .l 1 .. l""ts are •el· . -.e..:~ nu- , "'1. o~ t 1tP .. .Lt'qul·~ ""h~c:e w J. e a 1· g e r ~l r c p ... , , ., t.. · ' " ... • "- ... "" - • - · ,, i • ... , · 

Embryos tend to break up into s~aller units while Ituclei tend 

to gro'v. 
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Figure 4·. Free Energy of Formation. AG0 (rl of a Cl~ster 
of Radius r. 

The critical radius and free energy of formation of the 

CTitical cluster are found to be 

r* • (2av~)/_(kT ln S) 

AG* • (16wa 3vm2)/(3k2T2 tn2 S) 

g* • (32w3 3v.2)/(3k3T3 ln S) 

where g* is the numher of molecules in the critical cluster. 

These results were fit·st obt.ained by Gibbs 5 who limited thair 

3pplic~tiob to large drops only. Their use for clusters 

containi11g 100 •nolecules or less is questionable. e~pccially 

due to the use of bulk propsrties in the evaluation of the 
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free energy of £ormation of the clusters. The size of the 

critical cluster decreases with increasing supersaturation 

·so that the use of the bulk values becomes even mere 

questionable at the higher supersaturations associated '"it.h 

large nucleation rates. 

FrenkP,l12 and Bij 1 13 applied the lal~ of mass action 

(expressed in mole fractions) in order to determine the 

e~uil~briurn concentrations of the various cluster sizes, 

where 

x = n I )-: n 
g g g g ' 

and obtained a Boltzmann-type concentration distribution, 

This is th~ expression that has been involved in much of the 

controversy mentioned on the previous pages. The basic 

question is how to prop~rly evaluate AG;. 

Volmer and ~veber 6 established the nucle&.tion rate, J, in 

terms of the rate of collision of a critical nucleus '"i th the 

monomers, i.e. , 

2 
J = 4r.r* l.l' ll * g 

wher<." w, the co 11 is ion ft·cque-:&\cy, may be det~rmined from 

~· t" t~ y Tl1e resulting expre ssion is .~1ne 1c .deo1.· • 
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where m represents.the mass of a single water molecule. T~e 

probability that a collision results in growth (sticking 

coefficient) is expressed br the factor ac. Becker and 

Doring10 and Zeldovich30 refined the treatment by consiJering 

a steady-state cluster distribution and determining the 

unimolecular reactions for rate of growth of the clusters 

and obtained the relationship 

in which p is the liquid detlsity and· a is the specific 

interfacial free energy. This is the nucleation rate 

exhibit-ed in Figure 3 as the aecker-Doring theory. 

1-3. Statistical Mechanical Treatn:ents of Small Clusters. 

More recent work has developed statistical mechanical treat

ments of the thermodynamics of small clusters of monatomic 

molecules 1.rith no internal structut·e. 31- 39 These methods 

are of importance in the present work; ho"'e,·er, several 

typical assun~ptious are not of use to us because of the 

ordering introduced by the presence of the hydrogen bending 

in clusters oi water molec~les. 

The cell model, · ~cvcloped by Reiss, 36 T~du~cs ~o th~ 

C011lpUt3tlon of thE: multiple OCCU;:>ation, oy !:\Olecule~, of Cells. 

This is accomplish~d b; the ev~luation ~f the ~onfiJuratior 
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int~gral £or a supcrsat:urate(l assetably. The first fragments 

of the stable phase are not considered to be spherical liquid 

droplets. The volume V containing the gas is divided in~o 

cubical cells each havi~l.g the volume 

-r = nV/N 

where n is a positive number greater or less than unity and 

N is the t:o·tal number of molecules in the system. The con-

figuration integral is then expressed as a sum of terms of 

the type 

N 
exp(-W/kT) (dw) 

where W is the configurational potential energy and da> stands 

for the translational volume element of a single molecule in 

configuration space. The series of terms belonging to a single 

picture, ( a particular specification of the number of mole ·· 

cules in each cell), are geneTated by arranging the molecules 

differently within their cells or by permuting the N molecules 

among the various cells without changing the nuillber in each 

cell. It is shol...-n that the distribution n (g), "the number. of 

cells containing g molecules, is _ given ~y 

n(g) = (N/~ cxpi-[kT( n - g + g ln[g/n]) + <w(g)>Av]/kT} 

wherP <w(~)> is th~ averacre mutual-intercell energy per 
. w K Av v o 
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g·cell averaged over the environMents of all the g-c~Jls in 

the configuration picture. The n,ain probl~r.t in th i ~ "lrpro:tch 

is the evaluation of <w(g)>Av· These calculations ar~ 

fairly successful for molecules l..rhich arc nonpolnr an•.l h:tvc 

molecular interactions l-lhich are chiefly of the dispcrs ion 

type. The first step is to assume that the average distri

bution of matter in a g-cell is uniform and that the cell 

is surrounded by gas of density N/V. These assumptions arc 

not valid when one is concerned lo-'ith hydrogen bonded, pol:1r 

molecules which form highly structured clustcrs. 87 

Another approach is to treat the gas as a mixture- C'f 

20 
physical clusters containing various numbers of molecules. 

The standard procedure in this apprcach is to assu~c the 

clusters of molecules are bound together by their van dor 

Waals attractions and the mechanism of cluster for~ation 

is due to elastic collision processes. 74 The resulting 

distribution ng of g-clusters is 

where Qg is the independent cluster partition function of a 

g-cluster. The problem is to determine the values of ~he 

various Q 's. 
g 

An approxirta tion ~d1i ch appear:; to give 

satisfactory results for monontomic, n0n-polar gases is to 

assume that the total vibrat:ional encTgr of .:lusters is 

distributed uniforMly among the various internal desrees of 
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freedom so that the mean g-cluster vibrational energy, £, is 

£. • X kT 
. I 

where X'g re1-"resents the number of internal degt·ees or freedom 

of a g -cluster. 1'his assumption ltc;uld be exp~cted to break 

do~:n if the cluster has interactions present which arc as 

strong as the hydrogen bond. Considering the siJr•ple harmonic 

~verage energy expression measured with respect to the 

ground state vibrational leve1,74 

e. • ke.( exp(e./T) - 1 )-1 
1 l. l. ' 

where ei • hvi/k is the characteristic temperature of the 

oscillator, the average energy is = 0.9 kT when T = 5 e, so 

the assumption is valid only if T>Se. Characteristic teMp

eratures for stretching and bending hydrogen bonds are of the 

order of 100-400°K, so the internal modes cannot be assu~ed 

to be completely activated. This requires a detailed know

ledge o£ the cluster structure and the characteristic cluster 

vibration frequencies. 

I-4. Statement of the Problem. The general statist

ical mechanical treatments o£ clustering in an imperfect gas 

lead to configuration integrals whlch cannot be readily 

evaluated except in a few simple cases. Th~refore, little 

headway can be made toward evaluating nucleation rates for 
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real vapoxs. Moreover, the usual cell mo~el procedures for 

calculating the cluster energy neglect .cell structure and 

assume that all the internal degrees of freedom are excited. 

The structural coordination provided by hydrogen 

bonding, in the case of water molecules, is assumed to provide 

the simplification neeJed to make headway in a proper statist

ical mechanical tre3trnent of gas phase clustering in water 

vapor. It is assumed tl1at clustering proceeds in such a 

manner that ma~irnum symmetry is maintained and only the most 

stable configurations of a given cluster size need be consid

ered. 

Physical models for the clusters are built maintaining 

closely the tetrahedral coordination afforded by hydrogen 

bonding. It would appear from these models that the vapor 

phase clusters bear very little resemblance of the structui e 

found in bulk water. By evaluating the binding energy of 

the cluster and by determining the average internal excitation 

energy for each cluster under conditions such that the cluster 

is in thermal equilibrium tofith the surroundings, it is 

possible to evaluate the free energy of formation for each 

cluster species and thereby determine its probability of 

formation. Such calclllations require ~ . knowledge of the 

energy of interac~ion b~tween hydrogen bonded molecules and 

information about the effective force constants for the various 

modes of vibration. In the absence of ~eliable theoretical 

inforMation, it is necessary to resort to serniempirical 
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determina~ion of these parameters. 

An atter.tpt is made to establish a set of empirical 

parameters desct·ibing the interaction of lfater Talolecules in 

various states of hydrogen bonding which can be applied in a 

consistent fashion to the theoretical.description of water 

in all three phases. The vibration frequencies and libration 

(torsion) frequencies of the hydrogen bonded species are 

estimated fro~_infrared and Raman spectra and energy level 

assignments are made from an empirical determination of the 

hy~rogen bor..d energy in the water dir:ter and trimer. utilizing 

a virial equation of state for water vapor and a standard 

statistical mechanical theory of clustering. With this 

information available, it is possible to extend the statistical 

mechani.cal treatment to · large clusters, deterDlining their 

free energy of formation and their equilibrium concentration 

provided the very complex vibrational motions of large clusters 

can be determined, see Figures 16 through 18. The low 

frequency vibrations l~hich possess cha:ractaristic temperatures 

in the range of interest contribute n1ost strongly to the 

partition function. In these cases it may be most conveni er•t 

to determine thes~ frequencies by experiment with physical 

models where the spring constants bear a definite relation to 

the molecular species. 

In deterMining the free energy of formation of a cluster 

there a:re t\\·o primary contributions (1) the negative binding 

energy 3nd (2) tl1e positive equilibrium excit3tion energy. 
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In general the magnitude of the equilibrium excitation 

energy exceeds the binding energy slightly so that the free 

energy of formation is slightly positive as d~picted by the 

classical theory in Figut·e 4. However, as depicted in 

Figure 16, the completed ring structures might be expected 

to be particularly stable because they maximize the number 

of bonds tt~hich increases the binding energy and stiffens the 

framework so that the characteristic temperatures of the 

vibratit)n and iibration motions are increased. Thus, the 

stati~tical mechanical results would not provide a smooth 

curve for the free energy of formation as is the case of 

classical theory, see Figure 4. In the case of nucleation, 

the deteraination of the characteristics of the critical 

cluster· are all important since it determines the nucleation 

rate. 

Unfortunately, it has not been possible to carry this 

ambitious project to completion. The work report~d in thi.s 

dissertation comprises the determination of the empirical 

form of the cluster interaction potential energy and the 

development of the clustering model for water molecules in 

the vapor phase. 
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CHAPTER II 

STRUCTURE AND PRO PERT IBS OP lfATER 

In order to d~velop a clustering model £or water in the 

vapor phase. a complete understandi~g of the st~ucture and 

behaviour of water in the vapor, liquid, and solid phases is 

necessary. The vapor clustering model must be compatible with 

the liquid and solid structures if it is to be valid. The 

purpose of this chapter is to present the kno\~ll character

istics of water in the three phases. This information is 

then utilized in the calculation of the cluster binding 

energies in Chapter III. 

II-1. Stru~_!~ 2£. Liquid ~ate~. Liquid water possesses 

se~eral uniq•1e properties indicating a basic difference 

between watcT and most other liquids. Included are the high 

melting and boiling points, high heat capacity, increase in 

density upon melting, and the ability to su~ercool. These 

properties indicate extraordinary intermolecular interactions 

leading to strong association of molecules within tbe liquid 

phase. A review of theories prior to 1927 ls presented by 

Chadl'lell. 40 The generally accepted elr.planation of this strong 

association is that hydrogen ~onding provid~:s the interaction. 

An excellent Tcview of the curTent concepts cf hydTogen bonding 

is prascntei by Piventel and Mc:Clellan. 41 TheTe are two 

distinct ~chools of thought concerning the str:.tctut·e; 4l one 
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FigurP. s. The Tetrahedral Coordination of Hydrogen ~onding 
a~ Observed in Ice I. 

being the continuum model which best fits the infrared spectrun 

of the liquid,42and the cluster mixture model. The cant inuum 

model suggests a gradual weakmting of hydrogen bonds by 

stretching and bending, while the cluster mi~ture model supports 

an increased number of broken bonds with increasing tPmperature 

posing the problem that one must define t'lhen a bond is broken. 

The water ~olecule can participate in four hydrogen bonds, 

two of them involving the tt\'o hydroge-n~ of t~e molec1Jle anrJ 

two the lone pairs of electrons of the oxyJen with the hydrogens 

of two neighboring molecules as sho't:n in Figure 5. This 

tctrnhedral coordination is consistent with X-ray diffract i on 
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studies and has been assumed by most workers in liquid ·~ater. 

Oster and Kirkwood43 used the tetrahedrally hydrogen bonded 

model for water and assumed free rotation about rigid, directed 

hydrogen bonds. Pople44 postula~ed bendable hydrogen bonds 

that could rotate and calculated the effect of the first three 

shells of neaTest neighbors. Harris and Alder45 . refined 

Pople's model to account for polarization resulting from the 

distortion of the molecules in a field and obtained excellent 

agreement with . the observed temperature dependence for the 

dielectric constant. Haggis, Hasted, and Buchanan46 

incorporated a model allowing for some molecules to have no 

hydrogen bonds, some having one hydrogen bond, others two, 

three and £our. In other respects, their model was similar 

to that o£ Oste-r and Kirkl\'ood. This model was also 

successful in predicting the behaviour of the dielectric 

constant. 

TABLE I 

Temt,.erature Dep~ndence of Dielectric Constant, e:, with 
observed and calculated Values. 

-------==========~==========-~=======;~======~~ 4S* 44* 45* 46* obs. 

S4.i. 

78.2 

71.9 

63.8 

90.7 

79.9 

89.0 

78.3 

U.o 
78.5 

62 72.5 Sl.O 65.7 66.1 

~----~-::. -~: 8 :.:·=-==-==-=-~=9:::--=6===============5=9=. 9 
*rcf;mce-;. ·- ·--·------
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The model used by Haggis and co-uorkers is the same as 

that uti.lized by Nemethy and Scheraga 47 and Eadie95 in thci.r 

work. They obtained excellent agreement with the experimental 

. · values of free energy, enthalpy, and entropy, but the 

deviation from the specific heat at constant pressure is not 

acceptable. Nemethy and Scheraga determined the thermodynamic 

parameters of liquid water by rr.eans of a simplified statistical 

~hermodynamic treatment, based on the "flickering cluster" 

model developed by Frank and Wen. 48 This .model is satisfactory 

in accounting qualitatively for quantities such as density, 

relaxation times, structural changes in solutions of nonpolar 

substances, and the accompanying changes in the thermodynamic 

parameters. 

The X-ray diffraction studies of liquid water indjcate 

an increase in the number of nearest neighbors over that 

observed in ice. 49 , 50 The distance between nearest neighbors 

increases from 2.90 A. at 1.5 °C to 3.05 ~. at 83 °C. The 

standard . explanation is that in water the tetrahedral 

structure i.s partially broken dolro with near · neighbors at 

a variety of distances. This effectively increases the 

number of near neighbors, and the increase in density due 

to the ~ 'filling in'! effect compensates for the decrease in 

density due to the larger intermolecular distance. As the 

tempe r a ture i s i ncr ~a.sc d ~bov e 0 °~, t1·:o opposing effec'ts 

occur. The breaking do,.,n of the tetrahed:ntl structure 
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allows more neighbori~g molecules, thus in~reasing the density. 

The increase in molecular distance tends to decrease the 

density, so that at 4 °C the maximum de~sity of water is the 
I 

re~ult of these two opposing effects. 

This concept of the "broken down ice structure" is 

certainly very descriptive of the characteristics of liquid 

water, and is basicaly the concept adopted by Nemethy and 

S h . h . k C B h d L . h 51 c . eraga 1n t.e1r wor . ross, urn am, an e1g ton 

concluded from Raman spectra that the liquid contains 

considerable amounts of molecules with four, three, and two 

hydrogen bonds. Walrafen52 related the Raman frequencies, 

polarizations, and infrared frequencies to a five-molecule 

hydrogen-bonded model indicated in Fi·gure 6 . 

. 52 
Figure 6. Five -molec\lle Cluster proposed by Walrafen to 
explain th~ Infrared and Raman Spectra of Liquid Water. 
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• 53 54 
Paul1.ng ' has sugge.sted a model for liquid '"atcr 

which is sindlar in struct~ro to the clathrate structure 

found in a large nu~ber of crystalline hydrates. Typical 

hydrates are Cl 2•BH20, Kr•6H2o, CH4•6H2o, and CHC1 3 •18H2o. 

X-ray investigation by von Stackelberg~ 5 , 56 has indicated 

cubic structures ~"i th edges of the uni 1: c::P.ll s being 17 ~ . 
and 12 R. Tha unit~ cell of these structures \\'as developed by 

Claussen 57 a~d they consist of pentagonal dodecahedra, 

hydrogen bonded in a three dimensional frame~ork. Pauling's 

model for liquid water is based on the 12 R clathrate 

structure. It consists of pentagonal dodccah~dra ld1ich fo•:m 

eight hydrogen bonds with eigh~ surrounding dcdecahe~ra. 

There are si~ water molecules in positions (~,~,0), etc., 

ea.ch of which forms four hydrogen bonds with !ttolecul~s :>f 

the four surrounding dodecahedra in such a Kay that a 

complete frame~fork of 46 watt!r molecules per unit cube i!= 

achieved. '!his structure is · sholm ln Figure 7. 

There are t\vO types of cavities; there are t~·;o posi tio~s 

at the centers of th~ dodccfthcdra, in lihich ~tolccu1 es with 

van der Waals' diameter not over 5 I may be placed, and there 

arc six positions where molecules not larger than 6 ~ may be 

found. Pauling su&zests that · ~ater may have a structur~ 

based on a ccr.tplex of Zl molecules, 20 of which lie at t!,.e 

cornet·s of a dC"dec~hedron, each molecule forming three 



Pigure 7 • The Structure of Gas Hydrates Containinz a 
Hydrogen Bonded Framawork of" 46 lfater Molecules (from 
Pauling, reference 53). 
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hydrogen bonds with the adjacent neighbors in the dodecahedron, 

and the 21st forming no hydrog~n bonds and occupying the 

central position in the dodecahedron. He says it is not 

necessary tha\: the dodecahedra retain t!l~ orientations found 

in the hydrate$. They c&n ~e arranged in closest packing 

arrays resulting in a density of 1.00 gm/cm3• This 

particular structure correspnnds to a .breaking of 16.71 of 

the hydrogen bonds as compared to ice: Danford and Levy50 •58 

have found excellent agreement for the radial distribution 
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computed for a structure similar to Pauling's model when 

comparad with the X-ray data over the whole range of 

scattering angles. Hasted59 has pointed out that there are 

s~veral small peaks in the data obtaine~ by Danford and Ldvy 

that can be explained by a structure containing the pentagonal 

rings present in Pauling's model. 

Most of the recent experimental and theoretical work 

has been concerned with clarification of the problem whether 

the liquid state of water is to be regarded as a mixture of 

various structural states existing over distances greater 

than molecular dimensions, or a continuous distribution of 

variously fluctuating states of intermolecular bonding. A 

number of criticisms of the "flickering cluster" theories 

have been presented in the literature. 42 The assumption of 

equal spacing for the energy levels of the five species 

utilized by Nemethy and Scher~~a is an over-simplific~tion 

because the charge-separation effect in the hydrogen bonding 

may cause the energy levels of the five different molecular 

species to rise above the energies of levels derived on the 

assumption of equal spacing and a nonlinear increase in 

nearest neighbors for each step of bonding may cause unequal 

contributions to grise in th~ bonding energy. 

Several two-s tate tlH~ories of water structure have 

been presented. 60 - 63 Some of these theories picture the 

liquid as a mixture of two or more polymerically-bonded 

structu-res lvhere the deg ~ rec of ·polymerization in the 
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component structures may be large60 or sma.11.6l In otncrs, 

the tl\"O forms are regarded as either completely bound or 

completely unbound. 64 Pople's model explained the maximum 

density observed at 4:~c in terms of some "bending in" of 

water molecules into the void regions of the ice-like 

framework of water. 44 His calculation of the radial 

distribution curve up to 4.5 ~ gave results in good agree

ment '"i th experiment. 49 

The . treatment of the liquid as a mixture of tetrahedrally 

bound molecules in equilibrium 1vith free rotating monomers 

such as that given by Marchi and Eyring64 is called the 

theory of signific~ structures for liquids. Two approaches 

are used, the first being a time-averaging of the effective 

properties of one molecule and the other being a space

averaging of the instantaneous properties exhibited by many 

molecules over all the space they occupy. Various thermo

dynamic para-.neters such as an "effective" characteristic 

temperature are determined by fitting the averaged partition 

function to the observed thermodynamic data. 

Th~ fact that nonlinear hydrogen bonds which are still 

significantly bonded can exist is confirmed by the existence 

of such bonds in compcunds s~ch as acetic acid '"here the 

intermolecular hydrogen l::onds are line·ar and the intramolecular 

hydrogen bonds are bent. 91 The existence of bent bonds in 

knol'ln structures casts some doubt as to the accuracy of any 
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thcor1 which docs not allow bent bonds to ·cxist. A 

c6nt~~uou~ 1istribution of states would seem to be possible 

in a model .:1llol:ing for a distribution of hydrogen bond 

energies and geometries. This continuum model considers 

the a\rerc-tgc strength of hydrogen bonds in the liquid to be 

weaker than in ice as a result of irregular distortion and 

elongation, "!>oth of lVhich inct·ease with temperature. 

Falk and Ford64 present several convincing arguments 

for a preference of the continuum model over the structered 

cluster models. They utilize the behaviour of the (0-H) 

stretching vibration frequencies l'li th changi~g temperature 

to determine the strength and extent of hydrogen bonding in 

the liquid. The frequency of (0-H) stretching vibrations is 

known to decrease in a regular manner with the stren~th of 

h ~ b d. 65 yarogen on 1ng. Thu~ the Raman and infrared spectra of 

liquid water provide a means of identifying the pro?er model. 
. 66 

The model presented by Sparnaay is an attempt to 

rectify the various deficiencies of the above models. His 

theo.ry is actually a combination of the continuuM model 

of Poplc and t~e cluster model of Nemethy and Scheraga. 

Sparnaay allows bending of the bonds up to some definite 

angle, and then defines the bond to be broken if the angle 

of bending excocds th~.;.' maximum allOt\'ed angle. This model 

considers liquid water as having a distorted ice structure 

in clusters of various sizes. 

. 67 b f Deragin and co-l-rorkers have reported a num er o 
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ano~alous properties of water condensed in quartz capillaries 

from an incompletely satu-rated water vapor atmosphere. The 

properties of this type of \'later include an equilibrium vapor 

pressure smaller than that of normal water, pa=0.93ps, a 

3 density of 1.2-1.3 gm/cm , a viscosity of about fifteen 

times that of normal \vater, and an average coefficient of 

thermal expansion nearly 1.5 times the normal value. The 

values of the equilibriunt vapor pressure are independent 

of the radius of the capillaries indicati?g that the anomalous 

behaviour is due to a volume phase differing from the normal 

liquid phase. By subjecting the column of anomalous lvatcr 

to evaporation, its anomalous character is increased, and 

by heating the water to 400 - 500 °C in a sealed quartz 

capillary and then recondensing, the anomalous properties 

are preserved. It has been suggested93 that this anomalous 

form of liquid \'later might always be present at the surface 

of the liquid phase; however, the fact that one is able to 

fractionate the anomalous form from the norJllal form ";ould 

seem t.o disprove this postulate. Since the anomalous form 

is more stable than normal water, one might wonder why all 

liquid. water is not of the anomalous form, unless the quartz 

capillaries are directly involved as a catalyst in the 

formation of anomalous water. Any theoretical treat~ent of 

the Natcr problem should allm" for a unified treatment of 

the anomalous water structure. 

In sunwary, the most attractive model of liquid water 
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is one similar to that proposed by Sparnaay in ~"hich 

clusters of various sizes may be present l~i th hydrogen 

bonding in various states of elongation and distortion 

allowed to exist. Such a structure could be descril::cd as 

a continuum model, because the definition of exactly '"hat 

constitutes a "broken" hydrogen bond ·,"ould deterr.dnc the 

size distribution of clusters. This is the type of bonding 

to be assumed in the clustering of water molecules in the 

vapor state, the molecules will tend to hydrogen-bond to 

one another in the tetrahedral coordination as observ~d in 

ice, but they are allowed to bend as well as stretch in 

order to maintain as much spherical symmetry as possible in 

the clustering process. 

II-2. The Structure of Ice. The crystal structure of 

ice hg_s been examined many times, yet th~re are still 

unanswered questions concerning this conmcn solid. Detailed 

revie\v·s of the structure, electrical prvp~rties, X-ray 

scatteri~g, theoretical 3tructure, and entropy have been 

68 . 69 70 . 54 
presented by Owston, BJerrum, Lonsdale, and Paul1ng. 

Ice has several known cYystal structures similar in character 

to those of silica (Si0 1 ). The form which is stable bet\.,een ... 
-80 ~ c and 0 °C is a hexagonal structure which is similar 

to that observed in tridymite, a form of silica. Normally, 

when o:ae .5peaks o f ice, the reference is to this hexagonal, 

tridymlte like, ice - I. The crystal structure is n hexagonal 

lcttice as shown in Figure 8, 1iliere each oxygen atom is 



Figure 8. Water Molecules in Ice Crystal are Arrayed in ··a Hexagonal Pattern, Viewed 
From the Side (left) and From the Top (right). The Hydr~g~n Atoms are Oriented at 
Random, Even at Very Low Temperatures. 
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surrounded tetrahedrally by four other oxygen atoms. The 

hydrogen atoms are distributed randomly between the oxygens 

even at low temperatures. The structure may ~e pictured as 

a crinkled layer of hexagonal rings in the (001) planes 

separated by hydrogen bonds in the direction of the c-axis. 

Another structure for ice I has been reported with a· cubic 

unit cell. This cubic structure is the same as that of 

diamond. The proper identification of these two forms of 

ice are ice Ih and ice Ic for the hexagonal and cubic forms 

respectively. Bertie and l':halley71 have investigated the 

far-infrared spectra in the range SQ-360 cm-l of ice Ih and 

ice Ic made from H2o and n2o, and of vitreous ice made from 

H2o. There is no detectable difference between the spectt·a 

of ice Ih and ice Ic. Giguere and Arraudeau72 likewise found 

no difference between the spectra in the range 170-4000 c~-l. 

Bertie and Whalley71 determined that the far-infrared 

spectrltm for these forms of ice c.an be interpreted as primarily 

due to translational vibrations which can be represented by 

replacing the hydrogen bond \'lith a spring \'lith a force constant 

. 4 1 
of 1.74-1.90xl0 dyn em- . To obtain the best fit with the 

observed spectral lines, they introduced a bending force 

constant to represent the coupling between the librational 

motion and the vibrations. 

The librational contribution is not as well understood. 

A broad bar~d with a maximum near 840 cm-l has generally.been 

attributed ~o hindered rotations. 71 Since this band is quite 
I 
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broad, the 1·csoluti on is not sufficient t_o separate the 

different frequency components. Each molecule is surrounded 

by four molecules with the dipoles tending to point in 

nearly the same direction as that of the surrounded:. mole

cule (Figurt~ 5). It is shol\'n in Appendix III that the 

dipol~-Jipole interaction per pair of adjacent molecules 

averages to - 0.75 kcal/rnole so that the total n~arest 

neighbor dipole-dipole interaction energy in ice is 

-3.00 kcal/reolc. This suggests that the predominate 

librations are probably about the molecular dipole axis. 

Since no definite value for this librational frequency is 

available, we choose to approximate the bonding scheme by 

a two-dirncnsi~nal model with librations about an axis 

perpendicular to the plane containing the bonds. If the 

ncarc~t nc ~ ghbor molecules are held fixed, the net restoring 

torque due to a. rotation through angle e is equal in 

magnitude to 4k 6a 2e, where a is the intermolecular 

separation and 1~ 6 i~ the torsional force constant. 

equatlon of ~otio:& is then 

or 

The 

The solutions t0 this equntion of motion are sinusoidal with 

angular fr~quency w = 2(k 0/m) 112• Since no better value for 
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the librational frequency is available, th3 peak value of 

840 cm-l is used resulting in the value of 420 cm- 1 for the 

bending frequency of a singly bonded molecule. This 

corresponds to a value of 1.75 x 10 3 dyn cm-l for t 6 . The 

proper torsional force constant would be somewhat larger 

due t0 the non-planar configuration; however, since no reli

able value for the librational frequency is available, the 

above approximation is used in the present work. 

Il-3. ·The §tructure of Wate1:_ Vapor. Water vapor has 

been considered to be p~imarily made up of monomers with 

some association present. It is a mixture of molecular 

clusters consisting of monomers, dimers, trimers, etc. The 

nonideal behaviour of the vapor may be accounted for by the 

change in the total number of particles due to association. 

One cannct gain information concerning the clusters in the 

vapor because the cluster concentration is extremely small 

in the undersaturated vapor. Hall and Dm-.rling35 have been 

successful in attributing the observed far-infrared spectrum 

of water vapor to the pure rotational spect~um of monomers. 

One cannot expect to gain information about dimers or trimers 

from the infrared spectrum, because any lines present in the 

spectrum would be hidden in the noise of the background. 

Since water vapor is an associated gas, one might gain 

infcrmation about the clusters if the cluster structure and 

bond energies 1-.rere knmvn. Fortunately, 1:he hydrogen bonding 

scJ1eme of the \vater molecule provides simplification \vhich is 

needed to make possible a satisfactory theory for the clustering 



process in the vapor. 

The equation of state may be developed in terms of 

the concentration equilibrium constants. This sort of 

development has been discussed many times; for example, the 

results reported by Woolley92 include an expression for the 

equation of state of the vapor in virial form. In this sort 

of approach to the problem, the non-ideal behaviour of the 

water vapor can be accounted for by considering the vapor as 

an ideal mixture of molecular clusters A8 (g•l,2,3, ••. ), 

subject to a set of reactions 74 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 

+ 
A 1+ A1 + A 
g- g 

which result in an equilibrium distribution of clusters 

with the g-cluster equilibrium consta~t, Kg • n8/Cn1)g. 

n is the equilibrium concentration for the g-clusters. The 
g 

total number of molecules of the gas is related to the number 

of g-clusters, N8 , by 

N • E gN 
g g 

Since each g-cluster may exist in several different config-

urations, N includes clusters of all configurations contain
g 

ing g molecules. 
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If we assume that the volume occupied by tho clusters is 

ncglig.ii.·1c CO!•:parcd to the volume available and each subsystem 

of g-clustcrs lH:·havcs as an ideal gas, i.e. 

p/kT = 

Since 

N/V = n = 

diviJin~ p/kT by n, yields 

or 

L gng 
g 

I: 
g 

K (n )g 
g 1 

' 

p/nkT = l K + f2K 2 - ... ~K 3 )n 1 2 + (-4K? 3 • 7~ K 3K ) 3 
- n 1 ? · .l\. ~ o:;. - 4 11 1 2 ~ .. ~ ~ ~ 

+ ••• 

By invcrs ion of tl1e series n = L: gKg (n1 )g, a series for n 1 
g 

is obtainod 

• 

Substitution of this series for n 1 in the expression for p/nkT 

yicld5 nn equation for p/kT in a power series of n, 

+ ... 

Inversion of this series ~ives ·-
? ? 3 

n = p/JrT + Kz (p/kT) ... + (- 2K2 .. + 2K 3 ) (p/kT) + . . . 
' 
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which may be used to obtain an expression for pV/NkT:74 

pV/NkT = 1- K2 (p/kT) + (3K22 -·2K3)(p/kT) 2 +(-10K23 

+12K2K3 - 3K4)(p/kT) 3 + .•• 

This equation provides a means of estimating the concentration 

equilibrium constants for an associated vapor. 

Keyes 73 has determined the coefficien~s up to the 

third order in p/kT by terminating the series at (p/kT) 3 and 

obtaining the best fit with the observed p-V-T characteristics 

of undersaturated water vapor in the temperature range 0°C 

150°C. The values determined by Keyes should give good 

values for the second equilibrium co~stant and fair results 

for the third equilibrium constant, because errors in the K2 

coefficient will contribute ~o errors in the calculation of 

the third equilibrium constant since K2 is squared in 

the third coefficient. If the fourth equilibrium were 

determined from Keyes' equation of state, it woul4 not be very 

accurate at all. 
3 Not only does K2 and K2K3 occur, but the 

termination of the seTies contributes to errors in the valu~ 

obtained for K4 . The results of Keyes' work are indicated in 

Table II. T.he values of the second, third, and fourth 

equilibrium constants as calculated from Keyes' equation of 

state for water vapor are given in Table III. The vapor 

clu~ter model developed in this study must be capable of 

predicting these equilibrium constants which have been obtained 

fror.1 cxp~rirtcntal ohser\'ation. In other l\'Ords, this data 
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TABLE II 

The Coefficients of the Pressure Series for the Equation of 

State of Water Vapor as Reported by Keyes. 73 

pv/RT = 1 + B1 (p/RT) + ~ 2 (p/RT) 2 + B3 (p/RT) 3 

3 -1 3 -1 2 3 -1 3 -B1 (cm gm ) -B2 (crn gm ) -B3 (cm gm ) 
------------·-+--~--------~--~---------+---~ 

0 

10 

20 

30 

40 

so 
6o 
70 

80 

90 

100 

110 

120 

so 

102.93 2.89xl05 2.83xl0 7 

84.34 l.S2xl0 5 1.20x10 7 

70.27 0.8Sxl0 5 O.SSxi0 7 

59.42 4.98xl04 0.27xto 7 

50.89 3.04xl04 0.14xl0 7 

44.08 1.93xl04 7.28xl0 5 

38.57 1.2Sxl04 4.06xl05 

34.04 0.8Sxl0 4 2.37xl0 5 

. 30.29 S.92xl03 1.42xl05 

27.14 4.21xl03 0.88xl05 

·24.48 3.06xl0 3 S.53xl04 

22.20 2.27xl0 3 3.57xl04 

20.24 1.71xl03 2.36xlo 4 

18.54 1.31xl03 1.69xl0 4 

17.06 1.02x10 3 1.08x104 

15.75 0.8lxl0 3 0.75xl04 

~-----------~------------~--·-----------~-------------~ 

The units of volume are expressed in cubic centimeters 

~er gram and the units of the gas constant, R, are in ergs 

bA d Kelvin in Keyes' York. 

kr- gr~~~: __ :gr=e=o=================-=-===-
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TABLE III 

The Values of the Second, Third, and Fourth Equilibrium . 

Constants as Determined from the Equation of State of Keyes.* 

t::::::====-===t===========t:==========t========-===t= 
T (°C) K2 (cm- 3) K3 (cm- 6) K4 (crn- 9) I 
-------·---·-

0 3.079xlo- 21 1.44xlo- 40 1.93xlo- 60 

10 2.523xlo- 21 7.76xlo- 41 

I 8.38xlo- 61 

20 2.102xlo- 21 4.47xlo- 41 3.94xlo- 61 

30 1.777xlo- 21 2.49xlo- 41 l.R3xlo- 61 

40 1.522xlo- 21 1.7lxlo- 41 l.OSxlo- 61 

so 1.319xlo- 21 1.12xlo- 41 ~.SOxlo- 62 

60 1.154xl0- 21 7.59xlo- 42 3.36xlo- 62 

70 l.OlSxl0- 21 5.36xlo- 42 2.04xlo- 62 

80 0.906xlo- 21 3.88xlo- 42 1.29xlo-62 

90 0.812xl0- 21 2.87xlo- 42 8.33xlo- 63 

100 0.732xlo- 21 2.17xlo- 42 S.S4xlo- 63 

110 0.664xlo- 21 1.68xlo- 42 3.81xlo- 63 

120 0.605xl0- 21 1.3lxlo-42 2.64xlo- 63 

130 O.SSSxl0- 21 l.OSxl0- 42 1.91xlo-63 

140 O.SlOxl0- 21 8.46x10 
-43 1.38xl0-63 

150 0.471x1o- 21 6.59xlo- 43 9.61xlo- 64 
-·· 

* The values of the concentration equilibrium constant5 

at the various temperatures are calculated using the 

equation of state developed on Page 37 in conjuction with 

the equation of state given i -n Table I I. 

1-

- -----··---------- ---------------------------·--- · -~ - ----·--·--------------
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should provide a test of the theory for the first fcK clu~ters. 

II-4. Summary of Concepts to be Uti..!_!_~e~ in!'.!!.!.~ s~ . ~~~~)> 

The basic concept to be utilize<.! in this l\'ork is the stronc; 

tendency of water molecules to form hydrogen bonded clusters 

as evidenced in the various physical properties of liqui.d 

water. The vibrational frequencies for stretching and bcnJ

ing of the hydrogen bonds are determined by using the force

constants \<Thich are supported by the infrared and P.antan spcct ra 

of ice I and liquid \\fater. The presence of actual phy~i<.·nl 

clusters in the vapor enables one to develop an cxprcssio11 fo~ 

the vapot· partition function. 

The empirical equation of state developed by K~ycs 73 in 

conjunction with the above information provides the necessary 

information to estimate the temperature dependence of the 

dimer and trimer binding energies. These binding energies have 

contributions due tc nearest and .second nearest neighbor 

interactions enabling one to estimate the binding energies 

for larger clusters. 
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CHAPTER III 

DEVELOPMENT OF STATISTICAL METHOD AND DETEP~·tiXATIO~ 

OF fNDROGEN BOND ENERGIES 

The partition function for a system of molecules involve~ 

in chemical association or physical clustering in the vapor 

phase can be evaluated if the cluster binding energies and 

internal vibrational modes are knoun. In this chapter, the 

expression for the partition function is developed ~nd the 

concentration equilibrium constants are found in tcrn•s of the 

partition function. It is shOl\'n that the partition function 

is strongly dependent on the cluster structure and en~rgy. 

In order to develop a clustering model and to determine tl1c· 

cluster binding energies, the properties of water revieweJ 

in Chapter II are utilized. A general expression for th~ 

cluster interaction energy is developed and the vapor pha~c 

clustering model is presented in Chapter IV. 

Sevet·al approximations must be made in the developm~nt, 

but the resulting values found for the dimer binding energy 

provide excellent agreement with values calculated by various 

workers 79 - 81 using several different quantum mechanical 

techniques. This agreement provides the necessary support 

for the assurr·ptions made in this calculation. There are 

no known accurate calculatio~s for the · tri~er interaction 

energy, so no co~.pa rison tilth quan-tum mechanical theory is 

available. It is hoped that such calculations ~ill be 
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available for comparison in the near future. Otherwise, one 

must proceed assuming the trimer energy is correct. 

III-1. Statistical Thermodynamic Considerati~. The 

equilibriun constants, K , can be related to the cluster 
g . 

partition function w~ici1, in turn, requires a detailed 

knol'rledge of th~ clust~r structure and intermolecular forces. 

This information may be determined for small clusters using 

the equation of state f~ water vapor. In the undersaturated 

vapor the extent of molecular association is relatively small 

and contributions to the equation of state is due mostly to 

small clusters. 

The general expression for the partition function of a 

. 1 . 74 
system ~onsisting of N part1c es 1s 

00 

1 f . . . N! h3N 

--- v 
where 11 is Planck's constant, E is the total energy of the 

system, r. are the position coordinates of the molecules, and 
1 

;i are the momenta. The integrations over the momenta arc 

from -oo to +oo while the coordinates of position span the 

volume V of the system. The energy, E, is separable in terms 

d . t 74 
of the momenta, but not in terms of the position coor 1na es, 

E = 2: pi z I 2111 + u ct= i ... rN) 
1 

In the physical cluster model, the interactions between 
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two 1r.olecules not in the same cluster are· neglected, so that 

the potential energy, U, may be separated into independent 

terms, one for each cluster. The position c6ordinates in a 

given term are these belonging to the molecules in the cluster 

to which the tenn corresponds. The energy may then be 

written as a sum over the Ng clusters. 74 

E = 

E = L: NgEg 
g 

• 

The N! in the denominator of the expression for the 

partition function on page 42 is due to the fact that the 

wat~r molecules are not distinguishable, and the integration 

is performed as if the molecules were distinguishable. The 

number of ways N indistinguishable molecules may be 

partitioned among a particular distribution of clusters 

{N of size g) is 74 
g 

N! 

where g! counts permutations within a g-cluster and Ngl 

counts permutations of identical clusters. Since the 

integrations in the partl tion function at·e performed over 

all of these indistinguishable configurations, the proper 

value is obtained by performing the integration once for 

the distribution and then multiplying by the abov~ factor, 
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and stumaing over all possible distributions. The partition 

function :tu~y then be expressed as 74 

... 

or 2 .. , 
1~l .. 1 ( ~rrg Q = L: "--./ Nt = -

N g g· -Ng 
g N 

g 

where Q is the si11gle g-cluster partition function. g 

The individual cluster partition function contains contri

butions due to bulk cluster translation, Qgt; bulk rotation, 

Qgr; internal vibrations and rot3tions, Qgi; electronic 

energy levels, Qgc; and nuclear energy levels, Qgn; that is74 

Here, E0 is the cluster binding ene!gy measured with respect 
g 

to the energy when all molecules are completely separated. 

The cluster translational contribution is given by 74 

3/2 -3 
Qgt = V' (211' gmkT) h , 

where V' is the total volu~e available to the vapor. Fer the 

present study, the volume occupied. by the clusters is con

sidered neglisihle coP~ared to the volume of the system; 

hence, V' * V. The cluster rotational contTibution to th~ 

• • ' 7 4 partition function 1s g1ven ~y 
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where Ag, Bg, and Cg are the principal moments of inertia 

and a is the rotational symmetry number of the g-cluster. 
g 

This expression is valid for the temperature range of interest 

in this study. The internal vibrational and rotational 

contribution is expressed as 

Qgi = (gl/ 1T Xs!) r 
s g 1T 

m ' 

; 

where r represents the number of different orientations 
g 

possible for the molecules in the g-cluster. This factor is 

necessary because the hydrogen atoms have four sites 

available and one would expect a random distribution for these 

positions subject to the particular structure considered. The 

factor (g! I rJ Xs!) is the number of permutations of the 
s 

g m6!ecules distt·ibuted among indistinguishable positions in the 

· cluster, where g = ~ X , and X is the number of ·molecules . in 
. s s s . 

the equivalent positions s (see Figure 10). The terms fgm 

.are the internal vibrational and rotational contributions to 

the cluster partition function, given by74 

(81r 31 kTJl:i/a h 2 , (free rotation about a 
. gm gm 

single hydr-ogen bond) 
Nm 
~ - exp(-En /kT), (vibrations and/or 

gm 
n 

librations) 

'"here n is the quantum number identifying the energy levels 
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allowed in the vibrational and librational states, I 1s the 
gm 

moment of inertia of a molecular group about a single hydrogen 

bond. The nuclei . are assumed to be in the same ground states 

as ' the separate molecules and the shift in electronic ground 

states · is accounted for in the interac.tion potential energy 

such that Q = (Q )g and Q = (Q 1 e)g. _ gn 1n ge Earlier statistical 

22 
calculations have neglected the electronic shift completely, 

this work considers the influence of bond strength on the 

(O~H) vibrational levels accounting for part of this shift. 

Letting 

and using the expressions for Q and Qg above, the partition 

function for the system can be written 

rr 
g 

The equilibrium distribution among the clusters is determined 

by finding the rnaXilflum term in the above series subject to 

the condition that the total number of molecules, N, be 

conserve d. 74 This may be accomplished by maximizing ln =N , 
g 

6. ln ::: = =2: 
g 

a ln (N ! ) 
( ln rvq ' - ~ 'i. r- g--] 6 N 

t g' 0 ~g g 
= 0 
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or, applying Stirling's approximation, ln(XI) =X ln X - X, 

L: [ln(Vq ) - 1n N . ] AN = L ln(Vq /N ) AN 
g g g g g . g g g = 0 • 

To determine the equilibrium concentration of the g-cluste1·s 

as a function of the number of monomers, one inserts AN1 = -g 

and ANg = +1 into the above expression with all other 

A N = 0, and obtain 
g 

or, since n =N /V and K =n /n g 
g g g g 1 ' 

This expression is valid if one may represent the vapor 

as a system of physical clusters and the total volume occur>i.ed 

by the clusters is negligible when compared to the volume of 

the system under consideration. For cloud chamber experiJr.~nts 

this should be a fair approximation until catastrophic 

condensation is initiat6d. The errors introduced by these 

approximations are certainly smaller than those introduced 

by assuming bulk liquid properties for small clusters. The 

statistical mechanics of the molecular clustering process 

shbata b~ 3ble to overcome th~ difficulties of the current 

nucl~ation theories in spite of these small errors. 
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Thus, one has an expression for the concentration equilibrium 

constant lfllich requires the detailed knowledge of tb.e struc

ture, binding energy, and excitation energy levels of the 

various g-cl~sters. 

111-2. AssiJDmf'nt of Internal Energy Levels. The 

empiricnl ~ata needed to calculate the equilibrium constants, 

K1, includes tile cluster bindi~g ene~gy, ~:; the vibrational 

energy levels, E:., s!, s:; the cluster moments of inertia, 

A1, B1 , c1; and the moments of inertia for internal rotations, 

Igm. These quantities are strongly dependent .on the config

uration characteristics of each type of cluster. 

The cluster binding energy provides the initial 

dif£iculty, because there has been some dis~greement among 

the various published calculations of the dimer bond energy. 

The larget· clusters will include ene~gy terms due to the 

coupling through multiply bonded molecules, and the second 

nearest neighbor interactio~ energy in directions away from 

the direction of the hydrogen bond is not availabl9. 

The procedl•re in this work is to determine the dimer and 

tri er binding energies through the use of the empirical 

concentration equilibrium constants of Table III, page 39· 

In order to accomplish this,. one solves for ~: in the 

expression defining qg on page 47 and~tili:es the fact 

that K1•qg/(q1)1 to obtain 

E: • kT ln[QgtQgrQgi/VK 1 (~ 1 )i gl] • 
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The cluster librational and vibratio~al energy levels, 

0 
Egm' can be estimated from the observed frequencies in the 

infrared and Raman spectrum of ice I. The stretching force 

constant reported by Bertie and l'lhalley71 is 1.74-1.90xl04 

dyn cm-1 • Calculations based on both 1.74xl04 dyn cm- 1 and 

1.90xl04 dyn cm-l are made and the deviation between the 

results is smaller than the experimental error in the 

empirically determined equilibrium constants. As indicated 

in section II-Z, the librational frequencies have not been 

resolved \'lell enouih to assign an accurate value to the 

bending force constant. The approximate value of 1.7Sxl03 

dyn cm-1 is used in the calculations, and this is certainly 

the most questionable quantity used in this work. Even the 

neglect of coupling between stretching and bending vibrations 

probably introduces a smaller error. The cluster bending a::1•! 

stretching potential energy is written71 

V -= (l/2)kr 
~ . ., 
LJ r .... 

. . lJ 
lJ 

+ 
2 

8 .. 
. lJ 

where r .. is :he change in the distance between nearest 
lJ 

neighbors i anJ j, a is the equilibrium nearest neighbor 

dist~nce, and ~ . . is the net bending angle for the hydrogen 
lJ 

bond. The amplitude of vibration is assumed sufficiently 

small so thot the c~upling bet\.,reen the translational 

vibrations and lib~ations can be neglected. Free rotation 

is allowed about a single hy~rogen bond. 

The coordinates necessary for the dimer are indicated 
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in Figure 9a. Usi~g the approximate . general expression for 

the stretching and bendi~1g potential ene;rgy, the L~gra~gian 

for the dimer is written 

L t. c·2 ·' 2 ·2 ·z 2 = 'lm x + y"') + ~rna (e +~ ) - !2k (x + y) 
r 

with the resulting equations of motion 

•• 
kr(x mx + + y) = 0 

•• 
+ k (x + y) 0 my = r 

•• 
+ te (e t) 0 . me + = e 

•• 
+ k (e t) 0 mt + = • e 

The solutions to this set of equations are wr = (2kr/m)~ 
and w6 = (2k 6 /m)~ for the stretchi~g and bendi~g modes 

respectively. The energy levels are approximated by the 

simple harmonic energy levels, . giving 

The trimer energy levels may be estimated by the same 

t:echniq'.le. The necessary coordinates are indicated in 

Figure 9b. Tha approximate trimer stretchi~g and bending 

potential ~nergy is 

V = ~kr(x 1 + x 2 cos~a + y 2cos!:lo.) 2 + ~kr(-x 2 sir,~a + y 2sinlaa + 

+x3)2 + ~kea2(dl - ezl)z + ~kea2(e22 - 93)2 ' 

where a = a 0 + a 2 2 - o 21 and cx 0 is the equilibrium angle 

between hydrogen bond directions, 109.5~. 
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--

a. Internal Coordinates of the l4fa tet Dimer. 

b. Internal Coordinates of the l'later Trimer. 

Figure 9. The Internal Coordinates of the l\"ater Trimer and 
Dimer. 
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The Lagrangian is then 

= 
• f. 2 • 2 • 2 L i3 2) + ~ma 2 (e 2 + e 2 • 2 • 2 ~m'-xl + x2 + Y2 + + e 22 + 6 3 ) + 1 21 
--~k (x + x2cos3:ia 2 . 

r 1 + y,cos~a) - ~k (-x 2 sin~a +y 2sin!lu + 

+ X )2 
.. r 

2 2 2 2 - ~k a (e 1 ·- e21) -~k a (a22 - e3) 3 

resulting in the equations of motion ~ (~~Alect~og the coupling 

terms; i.e., e22 , e 21 ~< a0 and x1 , x2, y 2, x3 . « a ), 

•• mx 2 + kr(x1cosJza0 +x2 - x 3 sin~a 0 ) = 0 

mY2 + kr[x 1 cos~a 0 + x 2 (cos 2 ~a 0 - si.n 2 ~" 0 ) + y 2 + x 3 sin~r:x ) 
p. 

= 0 

•• • 
mx3 + kr(-x 2 sin~a 0 + y 2 sin~a 0 + x3) = 0 

•• me 1 + k6 (e 1 - e21 ) = o 

mti'21 - k (e - 621) = 0 a 1 
•• 

ke ( 022 83) 0 me22 + - = 

m~·3 - ke (e 22 - e3) = 0 • 

In Appendix I, the above set of equations is solved ~ith the 

result that the solutions for the vibration frequencies yield 

(kr/m)~ for the !our translational vibration frequencies and 

(2k6/m)~ for the four librational frequencies. 

The ground state vibrational levels, E! and E~, include 

the contributions due to the internal vibrations of the water 

molecules. The frequencies of these vibrations are dependent 

on the strength of the hydrogen bonds in which each molecule 

participates. Consequently, the two stretchi~g modes, v 1 
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and \/3 , have been observed to shift do\im·:a rd and the bending 

n10de, "'2' upward, with respect to monomeric mol~cules in the 

vapor state. The values of the frequencies of a monomcn· 

. -1 . 1 
are, respect1vely, v 1 = 3652 em , v 2 = 1592 em- , and v 3 = 

3756 cm-l while the correspondi~g valu~s in ice I are "'l = 
32 -l _, -1 

10 em , ·.> 2 = 1640 em -, and v 3 = 3302 em • Furthermore, 

hydrogen bond lengths rahging from 2.49 R to 3.36 R have 

been reported in various compounds and experimental evldc;on~e 

implies that a hydrcgen bond length determined in one phase 

cannot, in general be assumed to apply in other phases. 

Consequently, since the internal vibration frequencies depend 

directly on the bond strength lvhich, in turn, is a function 

of the bond length, and due to the lack of experimental data 

of the actual bond length for the water dimer and trimer in 

the vapor phase, calculations for the dimer are rr.adc for 

several values of the intermolecular separation. The 

dependence of the intramolecul&r vibrational frequencies Qn 

the bond distance can further be den;onstrated by examining 

the variation of the (0-H) stretching frequency with known 

hydrogen bond lengths, R(O-H ••. O), in various hydroxides, 

as given in Table IV. For ice I, the frequencies of 

3210 cm- 1 and 3302 cm- 1 at bond length, 2.76 R, fit well 

in the general trend indicated by the . tabl~. Using the 

average value of 3236 cm-l for ice I and the other data of 

Tahle IV, the following empirical relationship for the 

shift in the (0-H) stretching fre~uency is obtained by 
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eans of a . graphical fit, 

• 

Various values of 6vs, calculated from this equation are 

also listed in Table IV. In the clusters, the stretching 

frequencies ~f the molecules bonded thro~gh an electron pair 

are assumed to be 3704 cm·1, while those of a m~lecule bonded 

.through a proton are assumed to be (3704 + Avs) cm-1• 

The cluster moments of inertia, A1,.B1, and c8 also 

depend upon the length of the hydrogen bond, according to 

the following relations which are developed in Appendix II, 

A2 • B2 • s.97 x lo-39 a2 (g cm2) 

c2 • 3.41 x lo-40 (g cm2), 

where A2 and 1 2 are the moments of inertia about axes 

perpendicular to the hydrogen bond axis and c2 is that about 

the bond axis. The internal moments of inertia about the 

bond axis are 1.44 x lo-40 g cmz and 1.97 x lo-40 g cm2• 

In the trimer, the factor (A 3 B 3 c 3 )~ is equal to B.IOxR3xl0-59 

while there are internal rotations present also. 

There is only one way the molecules can be oriented in 

the dinaer so that r 2• 1. In the trimer, there are three 

possible orientations allowed as indicated in F~gure 9 

resulting in r 3 • 3. 

III-3. Calculation of Dimer and Trimer Bond Energies. __ .. ____ -- -------
The dimor and tTimer potential energies are calculated 

using the pnrameters in Table V. The dimer hydrogen 
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TABLE IV 

Variation of the (0-H) Stretching Frequencies with the 

Hydrogen Bond Length in Various Hydroxides as ·Reported by 

Glemser and Hartert 75 and as Calculated by the Empirical 

Equation 1 v = 3704 - (1.46 x 109 ) R- 1 ~· 8 (cm- 1 ). 

. - I -1 ~1 
v (0-H), em v (0-H), em 

. · Observed75 Calculated 

Compound 

-- -· !-___:_ ---- - -· 

a-JleOOH 3049 3022 

y-FeOOH 3125 3102 

Ice ! 3256 3269 

ly -A1 (OH) 3 3312 3313 

Nd-(OH)- 3473 3494 
.) 

La-(OH)~ 3473 3494 

Y-(OH)-.,) 3473 I 3494 

R(O-H ••. 0), ~ 

----

2.68 

2.70 

2.76 

2.78 

2.90 

2.90 

. ~ I 
1--:=--=-::.:=l---·:=..-.===f---_:::::__:::---__ --__ :=1====:====:==t:.-
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Figure 10. The Three Possible Orientations for the \fa tcr 
t.folecules i11 the Trimer. 

TABLE V 

Parameters used in the Calculation of the Dimcr and Trimer 

Potential Energies. 

r2 • 1 r3 • 3 

a2 • 4 a3 • 2 ' 

121 • 1.44 X Io-40 131' 1 32° 
1.50 X 10· 40 

122 -
1.97 X 10-40 133' 134- 1.53 X 10- 38 

w2m • 2 @ (2k /m) 112 
w3m -4 @ (k /r.t)l/2 

r r 

2 @ (2k /m) 112 
e 4 @ (2ke/m)1/?. 

----· 
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bond ene!&Y is computed. for various values of intermolecular 

separation, R(O-H ••• O), and at temperatures ranging from oPe 

to 150°C. The results are listed in Table VI for R = 2.80 R., 

2.85 ~~ and 2.90 R. It is well known that the hydr~gen bond 

length of a dimer in the vapor phase is greater than that in 

a condensed phase, such a.s in cr)rstals. For example, the 

hydrogen bond length for a vapor dimcr of formic acid and 

ac~tic acid is 2.73 Rand 2.76 ~~ respectively, while in the 

crystals, these distances are 2.58 Rand 2.61 R.,- 76 - 48 both 

demonstrating o. ratio of 1.06. There is, however, no 

experimental data for the cluster bond le~gths for water in 

the vapor phase, but one would expect a similar behavior for 

water vapor and ice. If use is made of the ratio 1.06, the 

hydrogen bond length for the wat~r dimer in the vapor phase 

at 0 °C would be 2.92 R which is very nearly the nearest 

neighbor distance observed in liquid water on the basis of 

X-ray diffraction data. 49 , 50 The distance betl'leen nearest 

neighbors increases from 2.90 R at 1.~ °C to 3.05 X at 83 °C. 

The calculations of cl~tster potential ene!&Y at 2.90 R 'should 

be quite close to the correct values for water vapor. 

For purposes of comparison, the hydrogen bond energies 

calculated by various workers have been listed in Table VII. 

. . . 79 . d 
The ca leu la tJ.ons br Coulson and Dan1el.sson, McK1nney an 

Barrow, 8 . ~ and Grahn 81 arc made l'ii thou t the (0-H) ground 

state vibrat i ons present in the dimcr so that their ~alues 

should compar e favorably with the present work if the 
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TABLE VI 

Cluster Binding Energles for the Water Dimer in the Vapor 

Phase~ E~, (kcal/molc). 

:=:::::::-.:::::::-...:.=-+·-·------=-=---·-------_ -_ -_ -_ ------_:--+1_;_-_:::-_-.:._-_-_-:.._-_-_·-_-.:.---.--;:: 

--~~~~} _______ ~_R_= __ z __ .. _s_o_~_..._ __ R_=_z_. ss R R = 2 .9o R -·i· 

I 
I 

I 

0 -5.12 -5.22 
I 

-5.29 

I 
-5.28 10 -5.12 -5.21 

I 20 -5.11 -5.20 -5.28 I 

I 30 -5.11 -5.20 -5.27 
I 

40 -5.10 -5.20 I -5.26 

so -5.10 -5.19 I -5.26 I 

I 60 -5.09 -5.19 -5 .. 25 

70 -5.09 -5.18 -5.24 

80 -5.08 -5.17 -5.24 

90 -5.08 - 5.17 -5.23 

100 -5.07 -5.16 -5.22 

11.0 -5.06 -5.15 -5.21 

120 -5.05 -5.14 -5.20 

130 -5.04 - 5.13 -5.19 

140 -5.03 -5.12 -5.18 

,: _______ t -5.02 -5.10 -5.16 

L ____ 
. -···---·-· I 

-------·-· -- -------------
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TABLE VII 

Dimer Bindi.ng Energy as Calculated by Various Authors. 

---- -== =+== ======+========4========~ 

Autho~~s ) __ ] _ R _ c. _o_c_~_~ )_·_· __ o_) --+--B-o_c_:_c_!n_ 1 i_~gle . _)_,_ _ Re_n_•a_r_k_s ___ --l 

Coulson & 
Danielsson79 

~IcKinne~ 0 & 
Barrow 

Rol\'l ins on 8 2 

Coulson83 

I ~!orokw n a & 84 
Pedersen 

This \vork 

2.80 

2.90 

2.80 

2.90 

I 2. 8o 

2.76 

2.68 

2.80 

2.68 

2.90 

4.4 

3.5 

6.8 

5.3 

6.7 

6.5 

4.6-12.6 

12.6 

5.2-5.3 

Pure p-orbitals 

sp 3 hybridization 

Valence-Bond 
Method 

Electrostatic & 
Polarization 
Energies 

Stockmaycr 
Method 

Electrostatic 
Model 

SCF-MO-LCAO 
Method, using 
Gaussian Orb. 

--··-··--------- · -- --------===1====-======:::1:======··-====-:=J -----------·--- -·-· ----~ -· 
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technique is to prove useful in determining the cluster 

intera(:tion potential energies. When their results are 

extrapolated to 2.90 I, excellent agreement is obtained, 

with the exception of the results of Morokuma and Pedersen. 84 
. 
!t should be noted that Rowlinson' s results 82 are obtaineJ 

by assuming the Stockmayer potential and solvi~g for the 

necessary parameters to yield the observeJ virial coefficients. 

Since a fora for the potential is assumed, the bond strength 

·and the position of the potential minimum is not necessarily 

that of the actual potential. 

The calculations for the trimer are made only at the 

hydrogen bond length of 2.90 R because of the excellent 

agreement for the dimer calculation. These results are 

indicated in Table VIII. 

III-4. Determination of Dependence of the Binding 

Energ~ ~ the Numb~ of ~earest and Second Nearest Neighbors. 

The cluster ~inding energies indicated in Tables VI and VIII 

include the dipole-dipole interact .: Jns of the hearest neigh

bors. Since the orientations of nearest neighbors will vary 

from position to position, the dipole-dipole interactions 

will have to be removed from the trimer and dimer energies 

in order to obtain the dependence of the energy on coupling 

through multiply bonded molecules and the second neighbor 

interactions. The average dipole-dipole interactions for 

the dimer ·are calculated in Appendix III with the results 

that the dimer dipole-dipole contribution to the anergy is 
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TABLE VIII 

Trimer B~nding Ene~g l es, E~, Cacu1ated Using the farameters 

Listed in Table V. The Hydrogen Bond Length, R(O-H ... 0), is 

Assumed to be 2.90 R. 

--·--·- ··-·------·------------·--- ------------- ·----

T (°C) -Eo 
3 

(kcal/molc) 

--·- ·· -l -------

I 
0 

I 
10 

8.58 

8.37 

20 8.17 

30 7.93 

40 7.79 

so 7.60 

60 7.42 

70 7.24 

80 7.07 

90 6.90 

100 6.73 

110 6.56 

120 6.39 

I 130 6.23 
I 

I 140 

I 1so 

6~ :=~.::-::::=-:.=-=:- ---- · 

6.06 

5.86 

- -~ - - - -_ . 
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determined to be - 0.748 kcal/mole and the aver~ge trimer 

dipole-dipole contribution is - 2. 24 kcal/mole. TABJ.E IX 

lists the dimer and trimer. binding energies exclusive of 

dipole-dipole contributions, Eh and 2Eh. + E'. The energy 

E' includes all contributions due to couP.li~g through the 

molecule participating in two hydrogen bonds in the trimer 

and the second neighbor interactions. The values of Eh and 

E' may be represented quite well by linear functions of 

temperature as indicated in Figure 11. The temperature 

dependence thus determined is expressed as 

(kcal/molc) 

and 

· (kcal/rnole). 

In order to obtain a workable expression for the cluster 

binding energy, a linear dependence on the nuiilber of hydro-

gen bonds, a 1 and second nearest neighbor pairs, B, is assumed, 

resulting in 

E0 = E + a E' + Ed-d 
g a h P g 

where Ed-d represents the net dipole-dipole contribution to 
g 

the cluster binding energy in the g-cluster. For the dimer 

and the trimer, the temperature dependence of the binding 

energy is then 

E~ = Eh • 0.748(kcal/mole) 

or 
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TABLE IX 

DimeT and Trimer Binding Energies Exclusive of the 

Dipole-Dipole contributions. 

,-------:=-· ; 
T ("C) 1-Eh 

. ~ 

D1mer :r--
o 

0 

10 

20 

30 

40 

so 
60 

70 

80 

90 

100 

110 

120 

130 

140 

150 . 

= - E2 - 0.75 - 2Eh 

(kcal/mole) I 
~---------------~ 

4.54 

4.53 

4.53 

4.52 

4.51 

4.51 

4.50 

4.49 

4.49 

4.48 

4.47 

4.46 

4.45 

4.44 

4.43 

4.41 

______ _._ ___ . __ _ 

Trimer =f 
- E' = - E~ - 2.24 

(kcal/mo1e) 

6. 34 

6.13 

5.93 

5.69 

5.55 

5. 36 

5.18 

5.00 

4.83 

4.66 

4.49 

4.32 

4.15 

4.00 

3.82 

3.62 

Eh is the single hydrogen bond i>inding energy exclusive of 

the dipole-dipole energy. 

E' is the second ne arest neighbor binding energy exclus ive 

of the dipole-dipole energy. 

-·-··--·--· -·-
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Figure 1~. ~ear~st Xeigh~or Binding Ene1gy, Eh' 

and the Scconr.l ~!enrest Nei~hbor Binding Hnergy, 

E'. Th6 A points represent values calculated from Table VIII 

and tl1c solid li~es are the plots of Eh and E' as expressed on 

page 62. 
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(kcal/mole) 

and 

2Eh + E• - 2.24(kcal/mole) 

or 

E~ = - ll.496 + (1.73Sxl0-3) T{°K) (kcal/rnole). 

The us~ cf t:h'Z':;e e.:1pirically developed cluster potential 

energies ~!11 ~uable one to extend the cluster concentration 

distributiun to temperattJres below 0°C. The general 

evprc~~ion E0 will allow one to solve for an approximate . . . -· ' g' 

solution to the equilibrjum distribution of clusters of any 

size if a suitable model for clustering can be found. 



CHAPTER IV 

VAPOR PR~SE CLUSTERING MODEL 

A vapor phas~ clustering model is developed using 

pentagonal rings of water molecules which are hydrogen 

bonded with the five oxygen atoms lying in a plane. The 

rings extend in six directions from a single molecule and 

result in a three-dimensional network with each ring form

ing a common interface between adjacent dodecahedral cages. 

The structure possesses a high degree of symmetry and a lar&c 

number o£ hydrogen bonds per molecule lti th small angti l~tr 

distortion of the free molecular (H-0-H) angle. The uni

molecular grOl\'th of clusters is determined through the use 

of the ~aximization of the number of hydrogen bonds and 

the requiremfl!nt that the symmetry be a rneximum \ll'ith minimum 

distortion of the hydrogen ~onds. 

This vapor phase clustering .model possesses character

istics which provide possible explanat\~ns for several 

phys _ical properties of interfacial or surface liquid \tater. 

The clusters contain a continuous distribution of hydrogen 

bonds which have various degrees of distortion as are p~ob-

ably present in liquid water. The density and structure of 

the clustering model is similar in several respects to the 

model which has been proposed for bulk liquid water by 

Pauling. 53 ~\'e have attempted to establish a set of empirical 

parameters describing ~he interaction of water molecules in 
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various states of hydrogen bonding which can b~ applied in 

a consistent fashion to the theoretical description of water 

in all three phases. 

IV-1. Description of Mod~l. One of the critical phases 

of the determination of the equilibt·ium concent:ration 

distribution of clusters is the development of a satisfactory 

clustering model in the vapor phase. There are many possible 

configurations for a particular g-cluster, and the only way 

the problem of calculating the system par~ition function can 

be tractable is if there are only a few configurations 

having a probahility of occurence which i~ Much larger than 

other configurations. The hydrogen bonding of water molecules 

provides the simplifying condition that there are a · limited 

number of geometrical configurations which need to be 

considered. Also, the results of the preceding chapter 

indicate a positive contribution to the cluster potential 

energy for second nearest neighbors in a hydrogen bonded 

n~twork, so that an additional constraint on the model of 

clustering is that the number of second nearest neighbors 

be a minimum. 

A model has been developed utilizing pentagonal rings 

of w~t9r nolecules which are hydrogen bonded with the five 

oxygen atcns in one plane. Starting with an initial water 

molecule the rings extend in six dit·ectlons (sec Figure 18), 

and in the resulting three-dimensional network each ring forms 

a common interfac~ bet\\'"een dodec~hcdral cages. These cages 
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have five-fold symmetry which is incompatible with the 

formation of a crystal lattice, and thus the structure can 

be extended in three dimensions only to a ve~y limited degree. 

Extension of the clusters results in unavoidable stress 

and distortional strain. 

The planar pentagonal ri~gs introduce very little 

distortional strain in the hydrogen bonds as the pentagonal 

angle of 108° differs only slightly from the tetrahedral 

coordination angle of 109.5° or the (H-0-H) a~gle of the 

free water molecule. Several semiempirical potentials 

for the (0-H ... 0) bonding scheme lead to the result that the 

hydrogen bonds lvill tend to accommo~ate themselves to keep 

the covalent (O-H-0) bond angles close to the equilibrium 

value of the free molecule. 86 - 88 Hydrogen bonds in crystals 

often show large deviations from linearity because of other 

91 
stabilizing influences of the crystal structure. 

Growth of this structure proceeds uniquely i~ six 

djrections from an initial water molecule to form a network 

containing dodecahedral holes or cavities, each separated 

from its t ~ ~lvc somewhat distorted neighboring cavities by 

twelve plana r inte r faces of very slightly stressed pentagonal 

rings. The structure poss~sscs a high degree of symmetry 

and a large number of hydrogen bends per molecule with small 

angular di s tortion o f the fre e mole cular (H-0-H) a n gle. 

An importa nt property of the model is its f ive-fold 

symme try. The inte rior d i h edra l ang le of the pentagonal 
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dodccahedTon is 116.6°, nearly) but not quite, the 120° 

angle that would permit the object to fill space solidly. 

If one regular dodecahedron is attached on each face to 

twelve other dodecahedra without distor·tion, none in the 

outer shell can touch any of its five ne~ghbors. By radial 

compression and tangential tension, these neighbors may 

meet and the tangential tension in the peripheral bonds may 

not be excessive for the first shell. The hydrogen bond is 

the factor which would permit the growth in size of the 

clusters by attachment of adjacent dodecahedra, but the 

distortions of the interior hydrogen bonds would cause break

ing and reforming of bonds after the cluster reaches a part

icular critical size. This is exactly the sort of behaviour 

demonstrateJ by liquid water in that one has what appears 

to be a continuous structure containing a distribution of 

hydrogen bonds with various amounts of 4istortion. 

Fignrt~s 12, 13, 14, and 15 are useful in visualizing 

the arrangement of ''ater molecules in the proposed vapor 

clusterln~ model. With dimensions based on the average .... 

nearest neighbor distance, 2.90 R, as used in the dimer 

and trimer energy calculations, an elemen"t OT c~ . ge can be 

inscribed :in a :;ph ere of 8.15 R diameter, and a sphere of 

6.34 R diameter can be inscribed inside a cage. Only a 

central. cage of a cluster can be truly symmetrical. The 

surrctmd i.ng d·.;dccahedra have to be distorted in or-der to 

connect with their ~eighbors. 
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Figure 12 . Side View of Pentagonal Dodecahedron. 

Figure 13. Top View of Pentagonal Dodecahedron. 
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Figure 14. Dodecahedral Cluster of Twenty Water Molecules. 

The van der Waals' Radii are used to Properly Represent the 

Size of the Cavity. 

Figuie 15. Dodecahedral Cluster of Water Molecules with 
' ;' ' .... ' 

Smaller R~.<fi! · for :the · Atoms to Show the Structure. 
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In ordet· to obtain an estimate of the density of the 

clusters, the distortion is neglected· and 'unlimited 

continuity is assumed. Th·ere \fOUld be five water molecules 

per dodecahedral unit (20 molecules in the dodecahedron with 

each shared by 4 dodecahedra), and the density is computed 

from the molecular we~ght of water and the cage diruen~ions 

as 

or 

If one, ttvo, or three mol ecules are able to be distributed 

to each of the interior cavities of the various dodecahedra , 

the resulting densities are, respectively, 

dl = 0.96 gm em -3 

d2 = 1.12 gm em 
-3 

d3 = 1.28 gm cm- 3 • 

These values of density are certainly compatible with the 

observed liquid water density. 

The continuity as s umed above c~nnot exist indefinite~y 

when the liqui.d is cooled below the freezing point, because 

of the ii\re-fold symmetry and the inherent distortions of the 

clusters. The very existence of this f ive-folcl. sym;netry 

does, hm.,ever, provide an explanr1.tion fer the ability of 

liquid drople ts to form in the vapor p ! ~ asc be lo1v the normal 

f r c e :::: ing poin t . 



A recent nrticle by Hcrne 93 indicates prop<:::rtios of 

int:;rf .J.c !.al l·:?,ter vrhich seerr. to support the possibility 

that tl1e structure of surface ~ater may be similar to the 
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struct111·c posr.ulateJ. in this ·\'.'orlc The general problem of 

interfaci~tl 1-:atc-r could he attacked with the techniques 

used in the present study, and extensive calculations might 

determine the structure. 

If the vapor piu.se clusterin.; rwdel as developed here 

1s correct, the interfacial water between the bulk liquid 

and the \rapor phase 'h'ould be expected to be sir.1ilar in 

nature to the cluster structure because this would be the 

most s tJb 1 c form.- 1 he water sur face 1\'0uld appear to be 

th c conc1 v·c -. r,c: con vex sur faces of the doclccahcd ral cages. 

Eacl1 of the surface molecules \Wulcl be participating in three 

or four distorted hydro2cn bonds explaining the relatively 

lo·.\· vapor prc.~s'..tre at temperatures near 0°C. As the 

tempcratu2·e is i11creased, further distortion of the bonds 

occurs to h'cakcn the bond~ enal-lling more of the surface 

r.wleculcs to cscap·:' to the vapor phase. 

The prir1~1ry concern in the present work is to determine 

hm·: the unimolccular groh·t::. occurs in the vapor phase 

cl:.,stc'l'S, so that the Eiost stable clusters may i.,e used in 

the c.a1cu1ation of the partition function of the system 

of cl1:stcrs of various sizes. This growth process is 

d i S r: U :~ S e d i r; t h C Il e X t S C C t i 0 11 • 
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IV- 2. Unimolecular G'rO\\'tl!. of Clusters. An important 

consideration is the actual configuration of a particular 

g-cluster. In this section, the _ growth process is postuluted 

through the use of the maximization of the number of bonds and 

requiri~g the maximum symmetry with minimum distoTtion or 

bending of the hydrogen bonds. The results of the calculation 

of the second neighbor contribution to the cluster energy 

indicate that a critical condition is that the number of second 

nearest neighbors should be minimized. Cluster models 

containi'!lg various numbers of molecules have been constructed 

in this develppment. The dimer and trimer arc indicated in 

Figure 9, while various other clusters are picture::l in 

Figures i4 through liS. 

F. Water Clusters Containing Four, Five, Six, 1gurc 16. 

Seven, Eight, and Nine ~ - lnlecu!e~;. 



Figure 17. 

Molecules. 

Water Clusters Containing Ten and Eleven 
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As an example of the procedure in selecting the proper 

cluster model, consider a cluster containing five molecules. 

The plane pentagonal ring contains five hydrogen bonds whi lo 

the tetrahedral cluster of Figure 6 has four hydrogen bonds. 

In addition, the pentagonal ring has five second nearc.5t 

neighbor interactions while the tetrahedral cluster has 

six. Therefore, tl1e pentagonal ring is the most favorable 

under both conditions. The various si~es of cluster can be 

built up in the manner indicated as far as one needs to go. 

Figure 19 shows clusters containing seventeen, fifty-seven, 

and seventy molecules, respectively. An interesting point 

is that bowls or half completed cavities are forged during 

the growth process, and these would seem to be capable of 

trapping a molecule of the noncondcnsiblc gas. The cluster 

might then grow around the trapped gaseous molecule, 

enclosing it in a dodecahedral cage. 
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Figure 18. Water Clusters Containi~g Seventeen, Fifty-seven, 

and Seventy Molecules, Respectively •. 

:· .. . _. 



CHAPTER V 

SU.MMARY Ai'ID DISCUSSION 
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V ·1. §um~..Y. of Results. Several important conclu

sions can be ura\vn from this study of hm·r one may determine 

the equilibrium c0ncentration of clusters of water molecules 

in tho vapor. The following is a sun~ary of the result~ of 

this work \•:i th comm~n ts on the validity of various assumptions 

used in the calculations. 

A simple semiempirical method is dev.eloped for deter-

mining the hydrogen bond energy in dimers and trimers of 

water in the v&p0r phase. The t-echnique is based on a 

general staListical mechanical theory of clustering in which 

the partition function for a system of non-interacting 

clusters is used in conjunction \vith empirical values of the 

concentration ~quilibrium constants of the dimer and trimer. 

Estimated values of the stretching and bending force constants 

are based on values reported in the literature on infrared 

and Raman spectral studies. The results for the dimer 

agree qui to \•!ell '"i th quantum mechanical calculations. The 

gt.-t.cr : ~ 1 express ion for the g- cluster interaction potential 

encr~y is expressed as 

~0 
= a Eh :· + 6 E' + Ed-d 

.1:. 
g g 

where 
-4 

T 
E = - 4.788 + (8.667x10 ) 

h 

(kcal/mole) 

and 
-2 T E' = - 1.680 + (1.640xl0 ) (kcal/mole:), 
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. 
and a is the number of nearest ne~ghbors; :e, the number of 

second nearest ne~ghbors; and ~:-d, the total dipole-dipole 

interaction energy of the. a-cluster. 

The results that the nearest hydr~gen bonded neighbor 

energy is negative and the second nearest neighbor energy . 

is positive provide a means of selecting the probable 

structures for the clusters in the vapor. To minimiie the 

potential energy, the number of hydrogen bonds in the cluster 

should be a maximum. If two cluster structures have the 

same number of hydrogen bonds, the cluster with the smaller 

nuatber of second nearest neighbor interactions would be the 

preferable form. 

The cluster model thus developed is made up of penta

gonal rings of water molecules which are hydrogen bonded 

into a network of pentagonal dodecahedral cages. These 

cages have five-fold symmetry whicll is incompatible with the 

formation of a crystal lattice, explaini~g the ability of 

liquid droplets to nucleate at temperatures below the normal 

free~ing point. 

These r~sults are compatible with the k11o~~ properties 

o£ liquid water as outlined in Chapter II. Various worker$ 

have dcmcr.strated that solid ~tate-like oscillations of the 

water molecules in liquid ""ater are present and this suggests 

86 h the presenco of firmly bonded aggregates. Indeed, t e 

mod~l does provide a continuum structure with varying degrees 

of di~tortit'n of the hydrogen bonds. 
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V -2. Sources 2£ Errors. Many criticisms can be made 

of several of the developments and calculations in this 

study. 1"he 111ajor problea, however, is how to overcome these 

dif£iculties. The following is a sUilllary of some of the 

•ore important weaknesses of the present work. 

Tho first poi11t of interest is in the development of 

the statistical the.rmodynamic expression for the concentration 

equil ihriuot constants. The interactions between clusters 

have been completely ignored. This does ~liminate the prob

lem of atte~pting to de~elop an expression for the interaction 

potential between clusters, and Reiss 87 has pointed out that 

this is a good approximation as lon~ as the system is far 

away £rom the critical temperature and pressure. Under these 

conditions, the actual physical clusters with wllich this work 

is conc(·rn~d correspond directly to the matbematical clusters 

in the cell model prE:sented by Reiss. 88 The neglect of tlle 

cluster-clust~r interactions should be appropriat~ in the 

vapor und~r the cloud chamber conditions, but major difficulties 

are introducc\.l if one attempts to extend the approach to the 

bulk liquid phase. 

Tho r~tiubility of the values of the estimated force 

con$tant~ £or distorting the hydrogen bonds are questionable 

on ~cverul grounds. The geoaetry and effective force 
89 

constant~' for an isolated l~atcr Dtolecule are well known, 

but: sccr.dngly un~urmountt.,hle difficultl~s arise in attempting 

to dct~rmlne Coree constants in a crystalline structure 
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such as icE". There is evidence that the molecular bond 

angle may be 105° as it is in the isolated molecule, and 

there tllay be some further disorder around the (0 ••• 0) lines. 90 

Hamilton and Ibers91 have pointed out that evidence from 

infraced and Raman spectra suggest that a variety of 

(0 ••• 0) distances exist in the ice structure, and each of 

these different bond lengths will have associated with them 

a different force constant, hence a different fre~uency. 

In any case, it is not possible to account for the spectra 

of icc and to determine force constants because of the many 

factors complicating the situation. In a crystalline solid, 

vibrations occur such that molecules. or molecular groups 

are oscillating relative to other similar groups making it 

extremely difficult to identify exactly what the source of 

a particular ,·ibrational frequency might be. The actual 

potential energies are not symmetrical and the frequencies 

are amplitude dependent. The librational potential energy 

is coupl~d to the stretching frequencies through the amplitude 

of th(.• stretching oscillations. Since all of these compli

cations enter, one might wonder whether the calculations in 

this work hnv~ any validity whatsoever. 

In order to justity the technique use~ one nwst look 

at previous '"ork in clustering phenomena. A standard approach 

is to assum~ that the (9g - 6) internal degrees of freedom 

arc all completely energy activated so that the total energy 

contribution due to the internal d("grces of freedom is 
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equal to (9g - 6)kT/2 for a. g-cluster. This sort of 

assumption is not at all realistic for the 'water clusters 

because the complete excitation of a single vibrational 

state at the temperatures of interest WC)uld be sufficient to 

break up the cluster. This particular assumption has met 

with fair success in the clustering of monatomic gases 

at 10\., tm•lpct·atures. In the case of water near 0°C, any 

mod~ with a characteristic temperature more than four times 

the ten ~ peraturc of the system would make only ground state 

contrib~.ttion~ to the energy. The approximate approach used 

here is an attempt to get closer to reality, and the quantum 

mechanical calculations indicated in Table VII seem to 

indicate success in this regard. 

Another qu~stion arises over the use of ~he equally 

spaced energy lev·els of a simple harmonic potential and 

performing the summation over all levels, that is, letting 

Nm approach a very large 

Nrn 

Lexp 
n 

value in the expression 

(-En/kT) 
rn 

Certainly, only a few states arc possible in the actual 

potcJttial, a~J they are definitely not equally spaced but 

apprc :lch a cor.tinuum of levels as the amplitude of vibration 

incn. ~ nses. Again, the justification of. this approximation 

must be taken fro ·P the agreement with theoretically calculated 

binding energies for the dimcr. 
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The assumption that the dimer and trimer interaction 

potentials exclusive of dipole-dipole contributions can be 

accounted for by a simple iinear combination of t\'IO single 

hydrog~n bond energies and a single second neighbor inter

action energy might be called an oversimplification. There 

does not seem to be any other way to get at·ound this probl·~fll 

at this time, because there is no simple way available to 

separate the coupling effect bet\'leen the t\iO hydrogen bonds 

from the second neighbor interaction. Earlier calculations 

in this study were made assuming the hydrogen bond length 

was nearly the same in vapor clusters as observed in 

ice and the strength of the hydrogen bonds were related to 

the number of nearest neighbors via an enapirically determined 

exponent on the number of nearest neighbors. This procedure 

canno.t be used here because the bond lengths are not equal. 

The various configurations for a particular g-cluster 

model are not equally probable as assumed in the development; 

howevc1· , in order to make the probleiR more tractable, an 

average dipole-dipole energy is calculated and used in the 

partition function. Again, this may not be exact, but it 

seems to be a good first approximation. 

To obtain exact results, all possible structures of 

g-clusters should be considered when c•lculating the part

ition function. 1'his is an impossibility, because the 

interaction potential energy is not known as a function of 

intermolecular separation and orientation. Since the 

{· · . 
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probahility of bonding in the tetrahedral ~oordination~is 

large, as evidenced by liquid and solid spectra, use of the 

hydrogen bondecl scheme should give fairly reliable predic

tions of cluster structure. 

The final consideration of this section is the effect 

of changing various parameters in the expression for Kg, 

the conccntrnticn equilibrium constant, 

The cluster translational contributions, Qgt' and the 

monomer parti ti.on ful'.ction, Q1 , are kno\in accurately. The 

questio~able contributions are the cluster rotational, Qgr' 

and the cluster internal, Qgi' contributions as l\'ell as the 

cluster binding en~rgy, E~. That is to say, one needs to 

considet ,_,ffects of errors in these quantities. 

All of these quantities are strongly model dependbnt so that 

the clu,tcr structure is of prirue importance. The agreement 

of the qimer calculAtions with other work supports the linear 

bond col!l.:cpt, so that this probably is a satisfactory assump-

tion in lurgcr clusters. 

Th~ fractional variation in Kg may be approximated by 

considering the differential of the ln(Kg)' resulting in the 

observ3tion that, in all cases except the cluster potential 

C r J •• o · nt~ g y, . g' 
errors in the various parameters lvill result in 
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comparable percentage errors inK. The critical term is 

' the cluster potential ene!gy, E~~because.the percentage 

error in Kg is proportional to the error in E;. This 

means the value of E0 as calculated for the dimer and 
g 

~rimer is fairly reliable, because a 10% error in the 

empirical value of K2 would resul t in an error of 0.05 kcal/ 

mole in E~ if the other parameters are held fixed. On the 

other hand, ~t 0°C, an error of JOO% ir~ K would result from 
g 

an error of 0.54 kcal/molc in theestimated value of E0 
g" 

This points out the importance ofhaving an extremely accurate 

determination of the dependence oi E0 on the temperature 
g 

and the structure. Unt:!.l the calculations are extended to 

larger clusters and the nucleatio: rate determined, the 

reliability of the cluster potent:al energies cannot be 

tested experimentally. 

V -3. Suggestions for Furth:T Work. As more til;;e is 

devoted to this study, it seems tlat the actual end of the 

development recedes further into ilie future. A molecular 

approach is definite~y necessary 1n nucleation theory, but 

there o.re not any guide posts alotg the route o£ the develop

ment. One must travel the path i l the dark with only distant 

reference points available such as knowledge of the properties 

of liqulJ water and ice. 

The current path should be p~rsued until re5ults are 

obtained for the equilibrium concentration of g-clusters based 
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on the Jodecahedral clustering model. This would enable 

the calculation of the nucleation rate for hom~geneous 

nucleation in pure water vapor. An attempt could then 

be nade to incorporate the non-condensible gas and hydrogen 

peroxide into the clustering process to test the theory 

with actual cloud chamber observations. 

The next step l\'ould be to develop the theory on the 

basis of a more realistic molecular interaction potential 

than the s lPtp lo harmonic potentia 1. This '"ill be extremely 

difficult, but with the experience gained from the initial 

development, it shoald be possible. The Morse potential 

would probably be best for this second development. A 

method for determining normal modes of vibration would be 

to construct actual physical clusters of springs and metal 

spheres. The basic problem \\'ith this approach . is, again, 

the actu3l force contants of the real clusters cannot be 

represented by a simple spring. It would be impo~sible to 

construct sp1·ings ,.,.ith the proper angular variations and 

asymmetric stretching characteristics even if the proper 

chnracterlstics w~rc known. 

The currc!~ t pIan is to con t i.nue the work l\'i th the larger 

c!~stcrs assu~ing the expressions obtained for Eh arid E' are 

accurate ~ith the hope that satisfactory agreement with the 

expcri~cntal observations can be attained. 
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APPENDIX I 

EST~MATE OF TRIMER VIBRATION FREQUENCII.: S 

The set of equations Qn page Si for the internal 

vibrational motion of the trimer is solved in this appendjx. 

The angle a 0 is assumed to be 109°, so that the set of 

equations become s 

mi1 + kr( x1 + 0.5807 x2 + 0.5807 y 2 ) = o 

•• mx2 + kr( 0.5807 x1 + x2 - · 0.8141 x3 ) = o 

my2 + kr( 0.5807 x1 - 0.325~ x2 + 0.8141 x3 ) = o 
.. 

mX3 + kr( -0.8141 x2 + 0.8141 y 2 + x3 ) = 0 

mi 1 + k8 ( 8 1 - e21 ) = o 

me21 - ke( 91- 821) = 0 

mi22 +k8(822 - 83 ) = o 

me3 -ke(e22 - 83 ) = 0 

The last four equations are independent of the first four 

ld th the approximations that have been made in the dcvclopm~nt 

presented in the text. In f~ct, we have three sets of 

independent equations which may be lt~ri t ten as 

- ?•. 
0.5807 o.5807 Yz 0 wr .. xl + xl + xz + = 

-2·· 
+ 0.5807 xl + X - 0.8141 x3 = 0 wr x2 2 

--2·· + 0.5807 xl - 0.3256 x ... ~ '\'' + 0.8141 X- = 0 wr Yz i. . 2 .:> 

-2 .. 
0.8141 X? + o.Sl41 y 2 + x't = 0 wr x3 - ' " 

., 
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A set of homogeneous second-order differential equations 

•• 
x. + 

1 
E b .. x. = o 

. 1J J 
J 

(i = 1, •• !' ,N) 

is kno~n always to possess solutions of the form 

Xi = X~ e xp ( j w t) . ( i = 1 , • • • , N) 

where x~ and w arc constants. These solutions are nm.; 

substituted into the above equations in order to evaluate 

the constants. The substitution yields 

( 1 w2/ 2 ) 
0 0 0.5807 0 

- wr xl + 0.5807 x2 + Y2 = o 
0 

( 1 
2 2 xo 0.8141 X~ = 0 0.5807 x1 + - w !wr ) -

2 

0.5807 
0 0.3256 

0 
( 1 

2 ) y~ + 0.8141 xo 
xl - x2 + - w /w 2 3 r 

0 
y~ + (1 

2 2 
) xo 0 - 0.8141 x2 + 0.8141 - w I w r = ' 3 

( 1 
2 2 

) eo 0 0 - 1.1! /we - 0 21 = 1 
0 

( 
, 2 2 

) 
0 

0 - el + &. w !we 8 21 = ' 

( 1 
2 2 

) 
0 0 0 -· w !we 6 22 - e3 = 

!·.o ( 1 
2 2 

) 
0 

0 - 6 zz + - w lwa e3 = 

= 0 

These simttlt~ncous equations only have solutions other 

than t h c t r i vi a 1 ones x ~ = x ~ = • • • = X ~ = 0 if the 

determinant formed from the coefficients of the x~ 's vanishes. 



I 
( 1 - w2 j 

2 
) 0.5807 0.5807 w 0 r 

0.5807 2 2 
) (1 ·· - w /w 0 - 0.8141 

I r 
0 

0.5807 -0. 32.56 w2/w 2) 

I 
(1 - 0.8141 r 

0 -0.8141 0.8141 (1 2 2 
- w /wr ) 

( 1 2 2 
) - w /w - 1 r e 

2/we2) 
= 0 

- 1 ( 1 - w 

( 1 - 2 2 
) w /w 6 - 1 0 = 

- 1 ( 1 - _2/ 2 ) 
(I) (I! 

e 

The last two equations yield the result that w= ( 2) ~w 
a 

as~was obtained in the case of the dimer. It is assumed that 

each of the four coordinates has associated with it the 

vibrational frequency, v = w/2~. 

Upon expansion of the determinant of the first equation, 

the fourth order equation in x(=wlw ) 
r 

x 4 - 2.0000x2 + 0.1060x + 0.8940 = 0 

is obtained. The roots to this equation are 1, 1, -0.755, 

and -1.22. The two negative roots indicate that we don't 

have a stable configuration with the potentials as assumed 

here. Hc·"'·cver, in order to perform the ca1cu !at ion of the 

trimer bond energy, it is assumed that the solution, x = 1, 

is valid and the four vibration frcquc~cies are taken to be 

w = w • e 
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It is obvious that this determination of t11c 

characteristic frequencies is very approximate for several 

reasons. These sources of error arc discussed in Chapter VI 

of =this dissertation. These include the complete ncilect 

of coupling between the various vibrations; however, more 

basic to this approximation is the fact that the true 

potential energy is not known. 



APPENDIX II 

ESTIMATE OF MOMENTS OF INERTIA 

The cluster moments of inertia and internal moments 

of inertia are also model dependent, an4 depend upon the 

length of the hydrogen bond. The monomer values of the 

principle m~~ents of inertia have been determined from 

microwave spectroscopy41 and are equal to 

Al = 9.96 X lC-41 gm cm2 

Bz = 1.908 X 10- 40 

Cz = 2.98. X 10-40 
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For the dimer, the two moments of inertia about axes 

perpendicular to the hydrogen bond are calculated by 

assuming the two molecules to be point masses separated by 

R(O-H •.. O), the hydrogen bond length. This yields 

where R is in Rngstroms. The moment of inertia about the 

h b d . . 41 
bond axis is calculated using t e o serve atorn1c separat1on 

of the 0-H bond. For one molecule, the rotation is about 

one of the (0-H) axes 

so that the momcn~ of inertia is due to a single hydrogen at 

a distance of (0.96 x sin76°) = .93 R, resulting in a value 



of 

2 
_gm em. 
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The ot~:er molecule is oriented so that the hydr~gen bond 

nearly bisects the HOB angle 
(--"\ 

/ ! ,_,~:.J 
1"\ I 'lo. -w-eb ____ _ 

so that the moment of inertia is due to two hydrogens at a 

distance of .96x sin53° .Rngstroms from the axis of r -:.tatio.a. 

1 2 = 1.97 X l0- 40 2 gm em 

11 and 1 2 correspo~d to the internal moments of inertia for 

rotation about the single bond, and their sum is the value 

gm cm2 

In the trimer, the molecules are again considered as 

point masses in the calculation of the cluster moment of 

inertia. The values obtained are 

3.07 10-39 2 
A3 = X gm em 

3.82 
.. 39 

B- = X 10 
;, 

c_ = 5.45 X 
10-40 

;, 

T!1e internal rotations include two at the values of I 1 and Iz 

which nvcTagc 1 So 1.0 -40 gm cm2 and two with·the rotation to . x 

f 1 1 ,., h 0 u t t h c h v d r o g <.: n bond in 'l.v h i c h i t i s no t o . amoccu . c-.... , ~· 
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participating, 

1·his yields 

13 • 1.53 x to- 38 gm cm2 
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APPENDIX III 

ESTIMATE OF DIPOLE-DIPOLE INTERACTION ENERGIES 

In order to estimate the cluster interaction potential 

accurat~ly, it is best to separate as many kn<n"'n contributions 

as possible. The net dipole-dipole ene!gy is one contribution 

that can be removed if the cluster st.ructure is known. 

Because of the rotation about the single bond in the 

dimer, the d ill'cr dipole- dipole contribution can be pictured as 

the interaction between two dipoles p 1 (= ~cos71°) and 

p 2 (=J:lcos 54. 5°) t.;hich are in the same direction alo~g the 

hydrogen bond axis and separated by R = 2.90 ~. 

or 

The general expression for the dipole-dipole ene~gy is94 

In the case cf the dimer, e1 = e2 = ~l = ~ 2 = 0, because of 

For water, p = 1.83xlo-18 
the rotation about the single bond. 

e.s.u.,94 resulting in a dipole-dipole energy of 

d-u 
E.,., = - 0.748 kcal/mole 

4.. 
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In the trimer, we have the three con'(_igurations 

indicated in Figure 9. The dipole-dipole interaction energy 

is calculated for each configuration and then ·averagcd to 

obtain the effective trimer dipole-dipole term. In type I, 

5CJ 
cif' ?."o~ 

• s 
the rotations about the two bonds give us the effective 

configuration 

so that the interaction between molecules 1 and 2 and that 

between 2 and 3 are 

The dipole-dipole energy between ·1 and 3 is 

The net dipole-dipole energy of the type I trimer is 

Eoi = - 2.515 kcal/mole 
3 

• 

Similar calculations for types IT and III 



yield 

and 

E011 = - 1.582 3 kcal/mole 

E~III = - 2.620 kcal/mole 

The average of these three values is 

E~ = - 2.239 kcal/mole. 
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